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0. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a center-free connected semisimple real algebraic group with
no compact factors. The unipotent radical of a proper parabolic subgroup
of G is called horospherical. Two horospherical subgroups are called
opposite if they are the unipotent radicals of two opposite parabolic
subgroups.
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We recall the following theorem:
w x w x.THEOREM 0.1 12, Theorem 7.1.1 , also see 18, Theorem 4.2 . Suppose
that the real rank of G is at least 2. Then for any irreducible non-uniform
 .lattice G in G R , there exists a pair of opposite horospherical subgroups U1
 .  .and U defined o¨er R such that G l U R is a lattice in U R for i s 1, 2.2 i i
This theorem was one of the main steps in proving the arithmeticity of a
non-uniform lattice in such groups, without the use of the superrigidity
w xtheorem 13 which had settled the arithmeticity of both uniform and
non-uniform lattices at once.
In this paper we study the converse problem, which may be stated as
follows: suppose that one is given opposite horospherical real subgroups U1
 .  .and U and lattices F and F inside U R and U R , respectively. Then2 1 2 1 2
under what conditions is the group generated by F and F discrete? What1 2
discrete subgroups of G can arise in this way?
Our main result is that if G is absolutely simple, then under some
.additional assumptions on U and U any discrete group generated by1 2
 .F and F is a non-uniform lattice in G R . In particular we prove the1 2
following:
THEOREM 0.2. Let G be an adjoint absolutely simple R-algebraic group
with real rank at least 2, U , U a pair of opposite horospherical R-subgroups1 2
of G. Suppose that G is split o¨er R and that U is not the unipotent radical of1
a Borel subgroup in a group of type A .2
 .  .Let F and F be lattices in U R and U R , respecti¨ ely. If F and F1 2 1 2 1 2
generate a discrete subgroup, then there exists a Q-form of G with respect to
 .which U and U are defined o¨er Q and F is commensurable to U Z for1 2 i i
each i s 1, 2. Furthermore the discrete subgroup G generated by F andF , F 11 2
 .F is commensurable to G Z .2
Let us remark that Theorem 0.2 is not true in the group of real rank
one; in fact there exist discrete subgroups of the form G which are notF , F1 2
1 n .  .lattices. For example, the subgroup G of SL R generated by andn 2 0 1
1 0 . for some nonzero n g Z is not a lattice if n ) 2. To see this, noten 1
that the subgroup G is contained in the subgroup generated by the ele-n
1 n 0 y1 .  .ments and , and the fundamental domain in the upper half0 1 1 0
 q < < <  . < 4plane for the latter subgroup is the set z g H N z ) 1, Re z - nr2
which has infinite volume when n ) 2.
We can extend Theorem 0.2 in some cases by dropping the assumption
that G is split over R, giving the following more technical result.
THEOREM 0.3. Let Z denote the center of U for each i s 1, 2. Ini i
Theorem 0.2 the assumption that G is split o¨er R may be replaced by one of
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the following:
 .  .1 U is commutati¨ e, and either rank G G 3 or G is not of type E .1 R 6
 .  .2 U is Heisenberg, and either rank G G 3 or G is not of type A ,1 R 2
B , or D .n n
 . w x3 U , U s Z , Z is not the root group of a highest real root, and1 1 1 1
 .either rank G G 3, or G is not of type E , where G is the subgroupR 0 0 6 0
generated by Z and Z .1 2
 . w x4 If U , U / Z , Z is the root group of a highest real root, and1 1 1 1
 X . X Xeither rank G G 3 or G is not of type E , where G is the subgroupR 0 0 6 0
generated by the center of U X and of U X , and U X is the centralizer of1 2 i
Ä y1 y1 < 4U s g g U gug u g Z for all u g U in U .i i i i i
Since Theorem 0.2 follows from Theorem 0.3, we will refer to Theorem
0.3 as the main theorem hereafter.
As a corollary, we obtain a complete classification of discrete subgroups
generated by lattices in opposite horospherical subgroups U and U1 2
considered in the main theorem. In particular, we note the following:
COROLLARY 0.4. Let G, U , and U be as in the main theorem. Then any1 2
 .  .discrete subgroup generated by two lattices in U R and U R is an arithmetic1 2
subgroup.
Therefore for the R-split groups, combining Theorem 0.2 with Theorem
0.1, we obtain the following criterion for a discrete subgroup to be a
non-uniform lattice:
COROLLARY 0.5. Let G be an adjoint absolutely simple R-split group with
rank at least 2 and G a discrete subgroup. In addition, assume that G is not
of type A . Then G is a non-uniform lattice if and only if there exists a pair of2
opposite horospherical subgroups U and U of G such that G l U is Zariski1 2 i
dense in U for each i s 1, 2.i
  .Note that any arithmetic subgroup of G R which has a non-trivial
 .  wunipotent element is a non-uniform lattice in G R e.g., 16, Theorem
x. .10.18 .
Remark. We note that the main theorem presents a strong necessary
 .condition for discreteness of a subgroup generated by lattices in U R and1
 . w xU R . We refer the readers to 9 for discreteness criteria of this kind in2
 .SL R .2
w xWe call a horospherical subgroup U R-Heisenberg if U, U is equal to
 .  .the center Z U of U, i.e., 2-step nilpotent and Z U is the root group of a
 .highest real root of G. If U is R-Heisenberg and dim Z U s 1, then U is
Heisenberg. It should be noted that the main theorem would not cover the
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  ..cases when U is either R-Heisenberg with dim Z U ) 1 or Heisenberg1
in an R-split group of type A , even if we were to drop the assumption on2
R-anisotropic factors. On the other hand we can see that the main
 .theorem Theorem 0.3 implies Theorem 0.2 as follows: if G is split over
R, none of the subgroups G , GX , and H has R-anisotropic factors.0 0
Therefore the case when U is either commutative or Heisenberg follows1
 .  .  .from 1 . When U is neither of those, U satisfies assumption 2 or 31 1
according to whether U is 2-step nilpotent or not, respectively.1
The proof of the main theorem is given in three parts according to
whether the horospherical subgroups involved are commutative Theorem
.  .  .4.1.1 , Heisenberg Theorem 4.2.11 , or non-R-Heisenberg Theorem 4.3.4 .
One of the main ideas for the first two cases is to use Raghunathan's
 .conjecture proved by Ratner Theorem 3.3.1 for the action of the group of
 .  .real points of the commutator subgroup of N U l N U on the space of1 2
 .lattices in U R for each i s 1, 2. A theorem of Margulis on the construc-i
 .tion of a representation Theorem 2.4.2 enables us to reduce the non-R-
Heisenberg horospherical subgroup cases to the commutative cases. In fact
 .  .the assumptions on R-anisotropic factors in 1 ] 3 arise because of the
dependence of our proof on Ratner's theorem.
w xThe main theorem of this paper was announced in 14 together with a
 .  .detailed sketch of the proof, in the case when G R s SL R , n G 3, andn
the horospherical subgroups involved are commutative.
1. PRELIMINARIES
1.1. Notation and Terminology
1.1.1. As usual, C, R, Q, Z, and N denote the complex numbers, the
reals, the rationals, the integers, and the positive integers.
 .1.1.2. For a group H, Z H denotes the center of H. For any subset
 .  .F ; H, N F and C F denote the normalizer and the centralizer of F in
H, respectively.
For a Lie algebra h , the commutator of two elements X, Y of h is
w x w xdenoted by X, Y and for any two subsets A and B of h , A, B denotes
w xthe linear subspace generated by all the commuators X, Y , X g A,
 .  w xY g B. Z h denotes the center of h , that is, X g h N X, Y s 0 for all
4Y g h .
1.1.3. Two subgroups H and H are called commensurable if H l H1 2 1 2
has a finite index in both of H and H . H = H denotes the direct1 2 1 2
product of H and H and L h N the semi-direct product of L and a1 2
normal subgroup N.
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 .  .1.1.4. For an algebraic group H, R H and R H denote the radicalu
and the unipotent radical of H, respectively. For a Lie group H, we denote
by H 0 the connected component of the identity of H.
 .1.1.5. For a subfield k of R, a linear algebraic R-group G ; GL C isn
defined over k if it consists of all matrices whose entries annihilate some
 .set of polynomials on M C with coefficients in k. In this case, we denoten
 .   . y1  . 4by G J the subgroup g s g g G N g, g g GL J , g s d mod Ji j n i j i j
 .  .for any subring J of k and G R s G l GL R .n
Ä Ä .1.1.6. A k-form of an algebraic R-group G is a pair G, f where G is an
Äalgebraic group defined over k and f an isomorphism G ª G defined
Ä y1 Ä .   ..  .over R. For a given k-form G, f of G, we denote f G J by G J for
 .a subring J of k. If an algebraic R-subgroup H of G is such that f H is a
Ä  .k-subgroup of G, we say that H is defined over k and denote H l G J
 .  .by H J . A subgroup commensurable to G Z is called an arithmetic
 .subgroup of G R .
1.1.7. We extend the definition of an arithmetic group to a semisimple
Lie group with finite center as follows. Let G be a connected semisimple
Lie group with finite center. A discrete subgroup G of G is called an
arithmetic subgroup if there exist a connected adjoint semisimple algebraic
 .0  .Q-group G and an isogeny p : G ª G R such that p G is commensu-
 .  .0rable to G Z l G R .
1.1.8. A connected algebraic k-group G is called absolutely almost
simple if it has no connected normal subgroup, and almost k-simple if it
has no connected normal k-subgroup. A connected semisimple algebraic
 .group G is called simply connected resp. adjoint if every central isogeny
 .f : G9 ª G resp. f : G ª G9 , for G9 connected, is an algebraic group
isomorphism. In characteristic 0 case, a connected semisimple algebraic
group is adjoint if and only if its center is trivial.
1.1.9. For a locally compact group G, a discrete subgroup G of G is
called a lattice if the quotient GrG has a finite invariant measure. A
lattice G in G is called uniform if GrG is compact, and non-uniform,
otherwise. A lattice G in a connected semisimple Lie group G with finite
center is called irreducible if for every normal subgroup N of positive
dimension, G is dense when projected onto GrN.
1.1.10. A discrete subgroup F in a real vector space V is called a
quasi-lattice and in particular, if F spans V, then we call it a lattice. The
determinant of a lattice F in V is the volume of the quotient VrF.
1.1.11. A connected semisimple k-group G is isotropic o¨er k if it
contains a non-trivial k-split torus and is anisotropic o¨er k otherwise.
 .For k s R, G is anisotropic over R if and only if G R is compact.
1.1.12. Let G be a connected semisimple algebraic k-group. We call a
subgroup U a horospherical k-subgroup if it is the unipotent radical of a
parabolic k-subgroup P such that P l G9 is a proper parabolic subgroup
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of G9 for each semisimple normal k-subgroup of G. It is known that the
normalizer of a horospherical k-subgroup is a parabolic k-subgroup.
We note that, in our definition, the existence of a horospherical R-sub-
group of a semisimple R-group G implies that G does not have any
R-anisotropic factors.
1.1.13. In a connected simple algebraic group G, a horospherical sub-
w x  .  .group U is called Heisenberg if U, U s Z U and Z U has dimension
w x  .one. We call a horospherical subgroup U R-Heisenberg if U, U s Z U
 . and Z U is the root group of a highest real root of G also see Subsection
.1.3.1 .
 .A parabolic resp. horospherical subgroup of a semisimple algebraic
group is called reflexi¨ e if its conjugacy class contains an opposite parabolic
 .resp. horospherical subgroup to it.
1.1.14. Let G be a connected semisimple algebraic k-group and P a
 .parabolic k-subgroup. A Levi decomposition P s LR P of P is called au
k-Levi decomposition if L is defined over k. We denote by Ad : L ª
 .   ..GL U the representation of L in U s Lie R P which is the restrictionu
of the adjoint representation of P.
1.1.15. Let G be a connected semisimple algebraic R-group and U and1
U a pair of opposite horospherical R-subgroups. For lattices F and F in2 1 2
 .  .  .U R and U R , respectively, we denote by G the subgroup of G R1 2 F , F1 2
generated by F and F .1 2
 .1.1.16. Let G, U , U be a triple where G is a connected semisimple1 2
adjoint algebraic R-group with no R-anisotropic factors and U and U a1 2
pair of opposite horospherical R-subgroups. In order to avoid the lengthy
 .  .repetition, we say the triple G, U , U has property A if every discrete1 2
 .0subgroup of the form G is an arithmetic subgroup of G R where FF , F 11 2
 .  .and F are lattices in U R and U R , respectively. We use this terminol-2 1 2
ogy only in Section 4 where we prove the main theorem.
1.1.17. All algebraic groups are assumed to be connected and all fields,
usually denoted by k or K, have characteristic 0. We freely use terminol-
w x w xogy from the theory of algebraic groups in 1, 5 and of Lie algebras in 8 .
1.2. Some Known Algebraic Lemmas
 w x.1.2.1 cf. 5, Chaps. 3]4 . Let G be a connected semisimple algebraic
k-group, S a maximal k-split torus of G, and T a maximal k-torus
 .   ..containing S. Denote by F s F S, G resp. F s F T , G the set ofk
 .roots of G with respect to S resp. T . An element in F is called a k-root.k
We choose compatible orderings on F and F, and let D and D be thek k
 4simple roots for these orderings. Let j be the map F ª F j 0 inducedk
by the restriction onto S.
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 .For each b g F T , G , we denote by U the unique one parameter rootb
 .   . <subgroup associated with b. We observe that Lie U s U [ ¨ g Lie Gb b
 .  . 4  .  .Ad t ¨ s b t ¨ , t g T , dim U s 1, and Lie G s U [[b bg F T , G. b
 .Lie T .
A subset C ; F is called closed if a, b g C and a q b g F implyk k
a q b g C. If C is closed, then we denote by G the subgroup generatedC
y1  4. Uby T and the subgroups U , a g j C j 0 , and by G the subgroupa C
y1 .generated by all the subgroups U , a g j C . The subgroups G anda C
GU are algebraic and do not depend on the choice of a maximal torus TC
containing S. The groups G and GU are defined over k if and only if CC C
 . wis invariant under Gal Krk , K the separable closure of k 5, Proposition
x U3.14 . If G is unipotent, then it will be also denoted by U and the set CC C
in this case will be called unipotent. For a closed unipotent subset C ; C,k
the unipotent subgroup U is defined and split over k.C
w x1.2.2. For Q ; D, Q denotes the Z-linear combinations of Q whichk
are k-roots.
We define the following closed subsets of F:k
w x q y w x yp s Q j F , p s Q j F ,u k u k
q w x y y w xb s F y Q , b s F y Q .u k u k
For the sake of simplicity, we shall denote by P Py , V Vy , thek Q , k Q k Q , k Q
subgroups G , G y, U , U y . The subgroups P Py , V , and Vy arep p b b k Q , k Q k Q k QQ Q Q Q
connected and defined over k.
 .The subgroups P resp. V , Q ; D are called standard parabolick Q k Q k
 . qresp. horospherical k-subgroups of G associated with S and F . Everyk
 .parabolic resp. horospherical k-subgroup of G is conjugate by an
 .  .element of G k to a unique standard parabolic resp. horospherical
subgroup.
 .  .  y. yLEMMA. 1 R P s V , R P s V for any Q ; D.u k Q k Q u k Q k Q k
 .  .2 Any pair of opposite parabolic resp. horospherical k-subgroups is
 . y  y.conjugate by an element of G k to the pair P P resp. V V fork Q , k Q k Q , k Q
some Q ; D.k
 .3 Any two parabolic k-subgroups opposite to P are conjugate by a
 . .unique element of R P k .u
 .   ..1.2.3. The root system F S, G resp. F T , G is irreducible if and only
 .if G is almost k-simple resp. absolutely almost simple . The type of an
irreducible root system F is by definition the type of its Dynkin diagram.
 .For a k-simple k-group G, we refer the type of F T , G by the absolute
 .type, or simply the type of G, and the type of F S, G by the k-type of G.
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w x  . 1.2.4. PROPOSITION 21, 3.1.2 . 1 A connected simply connected resp.
.adjoint semisimple k-group decomposes uniquely into a direct product of
 .simply connected resp. adjoint almost k-simple normal k-groups.
 .2 A connected semisimple k-group decomposes into an almost direct
product of almost k-simple normal k-groups.
1.2.5. PROPOSITION. For a connected semisimple k-group G, there exists a
Ä Äsequence G ª G ª G, where G is a simply connected k-group, G is anp pÄ
Äadjoint k-group, and p and p are central k-isogenies. The groups G and G andÄ
the isogenies p and p are determined uniquely up to k-isomorphism.Ä
1.2.6. Let k9 be a finite separable field extension of k. We denote by
R the restriction of scalar functor from k9 to k. For definition, seek 9r k
w x .5, 6.17]6.21 .
 .PROPOSITION. 1 If H is a k9-group, then the functor R defines ak 9r k
 .bijection of the set of parabolic resp. horospherical k9-subgroups of H onto
 .  .the set of parabolic resp. horospherical k-subgroups of the k-group R Hk 9r k
 .   ..and if H is reducti¨ e, then rank H s rank R H .k 9 k k 9r k
 .  .2 If G is a simply connected resp. adjoint almost k-simple k-group,
then there exists a finite separable field extension k9 of k and a connected
 .simply connected resp. adjoint absolutely almost simple k9-group G9 such
that G s R G9.k 9r k
1.2.7. The next proposition is useful when we want to determine whether
some algebraic groups and algebraic maps are defined over a subfield.
 w x.  .  .PROPOSITION see 27, 3.1.8, 3.1.10 . 1 Suppose that G ; GL C isn
 .an algebraic group and that G l GL k is Zariski dense in G for somen
subfield k of C. Then G is defined o¨er k.
 .2 Suppose that V, W are k-¨ arieties and that f : V ª W is a regular
map. Suppose also that there is a set A ; V which is Zariski dense in V suchk
 .that f A ; W . Then f is defined o¨er k.k
1.3. Adjoint Representation and Maximal Subgroups
1.3.1. Let G be a connected almost k-simple k-group, S a maximal
 .k-split torus, and F S, G a corresponding root system. We fix a basis Dk
 .  . of F S, G . Since G is k-simple, F S, G is an irreducible but not
.necessarily reduced root system. We note that a horospherical k-subgroup
U is k-Heisenberg if and only if U is conjugate to V such thatk Q
w x  .  .V V s Z V and Z V s U where a is the highest root ink Q , k Q k Q k Q a hh
 .F S, G . Note that the center of a k-Heisenberg subgroup is the root
group of a highest k-root.
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We note that if U has dimension one, a k-Heisenberg subgroup is inah
 .fact a Heisenberg subgroup. If V is k-Heisenberg resp. commutative ,k Q
 .we call D y Q the set of k-Heisenberg resp. commutative roots. In ank
 .irreducible root system F S, G , there exist a unique highest k-root ah
and a unique set of simple roots D ; D such that V is thek H k k Dy Dk k H
unique k-Heisenberg standard horospherical k-subgroup of G.
It is not difficult to prove the following lemma which characterizes the
commutative and k-Heisenberg roots in each irreducible root system.
 .LEMMA. 1 A simple root a is a commutati¨ e root if and only if its
coefficient in a is 1.h
 .2 The set D is determined uniquely by the condition that if a g D ,k H k H
then a y a is a root and the sum of the coefficients of D in a is 2.h k H h
Commutative
k-type a D rootsh k H
 4  4A a q a q ??? qa a , a a , . . . , an 1 2 n 1 2 1 n
B a q 2a q ??? q2a a an 1 2 n 2 1
C 2a q 2a q ??? q2a q a a an 1 2 ny1 n 1 n
 4D a q 2a q ??? q2a q a q a a a , a , an 1 2 ny2 ny1 n 2 1 ny1 n
 4E a q 2a q 2a q 3a q 2a q a a a , a6 1 2 3 4 5 6 2 1 6
E 2a q 2a q 3a q 4a q 3a q 2a q a a a7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 7
E 2a q 3a q 4a q 6a q 5a q 4a q 3a q 2a a B8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8
F 2a q 3a q 4a q 2a a B4 1 2 3 4 1
G 3a q 2a a B2 1 2 2
BC 2a q 2a q ??? q2a q 2a a Bn 1 2 ny1 n 1
 w x.1.3.2 cf. 7, 5.5.1 . Among maximal parabolic subgroups, the adjoint
representation of a Levi component on the Lie algebra of the unipotent
radical is absolutely irreducible if and only if the unipotent radical is
commutative. These cases are quite restricted, and the list is well known
 .Table I .
 w x.1.3.3 cf. 7, 5.5.2 . The commutator quotient of the Lie algebra of a
Heisenberg horospherical subgroup carries a sympletic form defined in
terms of the Lie bracket. This form is preserved by the action of the Levi
component. Except for the groups of type A , the representation ofn
the Levi component on the commutator quotient is absolutely irreducible
 .Table II .
1.3.4. The following two theorems of Dynkin classify the maximal con-
 . nected subgroups of SL C into the three categories}reducible as linearn
.groups , irreducible non-simple, and irreducible simple. It is known that
 . wany irreducible connected Lie subgroup of SL C is semisimple 15,n
xTheorem 1.1.1 .
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TABLE I
List of Parabolic Subgroups with Commutative Unipotent Radical
Group Levi component Unipotent radical
k nykGL GL = GL C m Cn k nyk
2 ny1SO O = GL C2 nq1 2 ny1 1
2 n .Sp GL S C2 n n
2ny1.SO O = GL C2 n 2 ny1 1
n .SO GL L C2 n n
qE Spin = GL spin6 10 1 10
E E = GL V7 6 1 27
 w x. THEOREM cf. 15, 3.3.1]3.3.2 . Let M be a maximal connected com-
.  .plex Lie subgroup of SL C .n
 .1 If M is reducible, then it is a maximal parabolic subgroup of
 .SL C .n
 .2 If M is non-simple irreducible, then it is conjugate to the subgroup
 .  .SL C m SL C where n s st, s, t P 2.s t
 w x.  .1.3.5. THEOREM cf. 15, 3.3.3 . Let R : M ª GL V be a non-tri¨ ial
irreducible linear representation of a simply connected simple complex linear
group M. If there are no nondegenerate bilinear forms in V in¨ariant under R,
 .  .then R M is a maximal connected subgroup of SL V , and if R is orthogonal
 .  .or symplectic, then R is a maximal connected subgroup of SO V or Sp V ,
respecti¨ ely. The only exceptions are the representations listed in Table 7
w xin 15 .
TABLE II
List of Parabolic Subgroups with Heisenberg Unipotent Radical
Group Levi component Commutator quotient
ny 2 ny2 .GL GL = GL = GL C [ C *n 1 ny2 1
2ny4.O O = GL Cn ny4 2
2ny1.Sp Sp = GL C2 n 2ny1. 1
3 6 .E GL L C6 6
qE Spin = GL spin7 12 1 12
E E = GL V8 7 1 56
3 6 .F Sp = GL L C4 6 1 pr im
3 2 .G GL S C2 2
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1.3.6. As a corollary of the above theorem and Subsections 1.3.2]1.3.3,
we obtain the following two propositions. We denote by P a parabolic
R-subgroup of an adjoint absolutely simple algebraic group G, by L a Levi
w x  .0R-subgroup of P and H s L, L , and H s H R . The notation Ad is as in
Subsection 1.1.14.
 .PROPOSITION. If R P is commutati¨ e, the representation Ad : H ªu i
 .  .SL U is absolutely irreducible and Ad H is a maximal connected closedi i
  ..subgroup of SL U R .i
Proof. The first statement is due to the well known fact that all the
representations listed in Subsection 1.3.2 are absolutely irreducible. By
ÄProposition 1.2.5, there exist a simply connected simple R-group H and an
Ä ÄR-isogeny p : H ª H. Consider the representation Ad ( p of H. By thei
Ä  ..  .previous theorem, Ad p H , which is the same as Ad H , is a maximali i
 .   ..   ..  .subgroup of SL U . Since Ad H R ; SL U R , it is clear that Ad Hi i i i
  ..is a maximal connected closed subgroup of SL U R .i
 .1.3.7. Consider the case when R P is Heisenberg. Except for groups ofu
 .type A , U has two Ad -invariant subspaces one of which is Z U .n i i i
Denote by V the other invariant subspace. For groups of type A , Adi n i
 .decomposes into the direct sum r [ r* [ id where r is the n y 1 -
dimensional standard representation of A , r* is the dual of r, and idny2
is the one-dimensional trivial representation. Let W and W U be thei i
invariant subspaces of r and r*, respectively, and in this case, let V i
denote W [ W U. We shall denote by AdX the restriction of Ad on V . Seti i i i i
 .   . w x w x 4Sp V s g g SL V N g¨ , gw s ¨ , w for all ¨ , w g V .i i i
 . XPROPOSITION. 1 If G is not of type A , Ad is absolutely irreduciblen i
X  .   ..and Ad H is a maximal connected closed subgroup of Sp V R ori i
  ..Sp V R itself.i
 . X  . X  .2 For A , Ad : H ª Sp V is equi¨ alent to r [ r* and Ad H isn i i i
  ..the maximal connected semisimple closed subgroup of Sp V R .i
 .Proof. Part 1 can be shown by the same argument as the proof of the
 . X  .previous proposition. To see 2 , it is enough to note that Ad H is thei
semisimple part of a Levi subgroup of the maximal parabolic subgroup
  . 4g g Sp V N g W s W which stabilize W .i i i i
1.3.8. LEMMA. Let H be a connected simple Lie group and for each
 .i s 1, 2, f : H ª G an isomorphism for some Lie group G . Then d H si i i
  .  .. 4f h , f h N h g H is a maximal closed connected subgroup of G = G .1 2 1 2
 .Proof. If L is a closed connected subgroup which contains d H
 .properly, then there exists an element g, e g L. It follows that L
  .  y1 . . 4contains the subgroup f h gf h , e N h g H . Since H is simple1 1
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  .  y1 . . 4  4hence so is G , f h gf h , e N h g H s G = e . In the same way,1 1 1 1
 4we can show that L contains e = G ; hence L s G = G .2 1 2
A 0 .  .41.3.9. PROPOSITION. Set H s N A g SL C and n P 4. Then an0 A
 .connected semisimple complex proper Lie subgroup of SL C containing H2 n
A 0 .  .4  .  .properly is either N A, B g SL C or SL C m SL C .n 2 n0 B
 .Proof. Let M be a maximal closed semisimple subgroup of SL C2 n
containing H. If M is reducible, then M is a semisimple part of a Levi
subgroup, say L, of some maximal parabolic subgroup. Then L is the
centralizer of a one-dimensional torus S. Since S should centralize H, we
t 0 A 0 . 4  .  .have that S s N t g C* . Therefore L s g SL C N A, B2 n0 1rt 0 B
 .4 w xg GL C and hence M s L, L . Since H is a maximal subgroup ofn
w x w xL, L , in this case L, L is the only semisimple subgroup containing H.
 .Suppose that M is irreducible and non-simple. Then M s gSL C mm
 . y1SL C g for m ) 1 and k ) 1 such that mk s 2n. Since the Lie algebrak
 .of M is isomorphic to the direct sum of the Lie algebras of SL C andm
 .SL C , we have that n O m or n O k. It follows that k s n and hencek
 .  .m s 2. Now we will show that g g SL C m SL C . Denote by T then 2 0
 .  .  .diagonal subgroup of SL C and set S s T l SL C m SL C . By a2 n 0 n 2
 .direct calculation, we can see that C S s T . Let T be a maximal torus0 M
 .of M which contains S. Then T ; C S s T . Since any two maximal toriM 0
 .  . are conjugate, there exists h g SL C m SL C such that T s gh T ln 2 M 0
 .  . .y1   .  . .y1SL C m SL C gh . That gh T l SL C m SL C gh ; T im-n 2 o n 2 0
 .  .  .  .. .y1plies that gh g N T . Since gh SL C m SL C gh contains H, it0 n 2
 .  .follows that gh and hence g belongs to SL C m SL C .n 2
We can now exclude the case when M is simple irreducible. We recall
the well-known fact that the smallest possible dimensions of linear repre-
sentations of the groups of types G , F , E , E , and E are 7, 26, 27, 133,2 4 6 7 8
and 248 respectively. If M is of type G , it implies that 2n is at least 8 and2
hence the rank of H is at least 4, yielding the contradiction. A similar
argument can be applied for other types of exceptional groups to show that
M is not of exceptional type. Now assume that M is of classical type. If it
is of type B , C , or D , then k is at least n y 1 since the rank of H isk k k
n y 1. This excludes the type of B since the smallest possible dimensionk
of linear representations of the groups of type B is 2n q 1. If M is ofny1
type C or D , then we have k s n since the groups of type C or Dk k ny1 ny1
cannot contain a subgroup of type A and k cannot be bigger than nny1
since the dimension of the representation should be at most 2n. It follows
that M is either a symplectic or an orthogonal group. But by a simple
calculation we can see that there is no bilinear form which is invariant
under H. Therefore M can be neither C nor D . Now let M be of typen n
A . Since H is reducible, there exists a maximal parabolic subgroup P ofk M
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M which contains H. It is not difficult to see that a maximal parabolic
 .subgroup of SL C containing H is either2 n
A CP s g SL C N A , B g GL C or .  .1 2 n n 5 /0 B
A 0P s g SL C N A , B g GL C . .  .2 2 n n 5 /C B
Denote by L the common Levi subgroup of P and P . We can also easily1 2
see that L is the only Levi subgroup of P which contains H. Therefore ai
Levi subgroup, say L , of P which contains H is contained in L. It isM M
known that there is no semisimple subgroup of maximal rank in the groups
A 0 .  .of type A . It follows that L is either L s g SL C N A gk M 0 2 n0 A
 .4 w xGL C or L since H is a maximal semisimple subgroup of L, L . Hencen
the type of M is either A or A , respectively. But we can check fromn 2 ny1
the character formula that thre is no irreducible representation of dimen-
sion 2n for the groups of type A unless n s 3.n
A 0 .  .41.3.10. PROPOSITION. Set H s N A g SO C and n P 8. Then an0 A
 .connected semisimple complex Lie subgroup of Sp C containing H is either2 n
A 0 .  .  .4  .  .g Sp C N A g SL C or SL C m SO C .t y1 2 n n 2 n0 A
The proof of the above proposition goes exactly the same as the proof of
Proposition 1.3.9.
1.4. Q-Forms of Algebraic Groups and Q-Rational Representations
We prove some basic propositions on the Q-forms of semisimple groups
and Q-rational representations. The main references for this section are
w x21, 22 .
 w x.1.4.1 see 21, Chap. 2 . Let G be a semisimple algebraic k-group,
 .G s Gal Krk where K is the separable closure of k, and S, T , D, and Dk
be as in Subsection 1.2.1. Denote by D the subset of D which vanishes on0
S. We define the so-called )-action of G on D. For g g G, there exists a
g .unique element w in the Weyl group such that w D s D and we set
 . g .g a s w a . If the )-action is trivial, the k-form is called inner and
otherwise, outer. The orbits of G, whose elements do not belong to D , are0
called distinguished orbits.
The Tits index of a group G is the data consisting of D, together with
Dynkin diagram, D , and the )-action of G. The group G is determined,0
up to k-isomorphism, by its K-isomorphism class, the Tits index, the
 .commutator subgroup of C S , called the semisimple anisotropic kernel of
G, given up to k-isogeny.
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w xPROPOSITION 21, 2.5.4 . Let P denote the parabolic subgroup generatedQ
 .  .by T and U a g D and U a g Q . Then P is defined o¨er k if and onlya ya Q
if Q contains D and is in¨ariant under the )-action of G.0
1.4.2. For an adjoint semisimple k-group G, there exist an adjoint
semisimple k-split group Gd and an adjoint semisimple k-quasi-split group
Gq whose )-action of G on the Dynkin diagram is the one given by the
index of G, both of which are K-isomorphic to G. The k-form of G is
d  q.obtained by twisting G resp. G by a cocycle c of G with values in
 d.   q..  w x.Aut G resp. Int G see 21, 3.4.2 .K K
The proof of the following proposition is due to G. Prasad.
PROPOSITION. Let G be an adjoint semisimple algebraic R-group. Then
for a gi¨ en minimal parabolic R-subgroup P, there exists a Q-form on G with
respect to which e¨ery parabolic R-subgroup of G which contains P is defined
o¨er Q.
Proof. The group G decomposes into a direct product of adjoint
R-simple normal R-groups by Proposition 1.2.4 and a parabolic R-sub-
group of G is a product of parabolic R-subgroups of each R-simple factor
of G. Therefore it is enough to prove the proposition for an R-simple
group.
 .Case 1 . G is absolutely simple.
Let Gq be the adjoint Q-split Q-group if the R-form of G is of inner
 .type, and the quasi-split Q-form of G, splitting over k s Q i , if the
R-form of G is of outer type. Let P s MU be a minimal parabolic
R-subgroup of G and P q s M qU q be the corresponding parabolic Q-sub-
group of Gq, where M q is a Levi Q-subgroup of P q and U q is the
w x q9 w q9 q9xunipotent radical. Set M9 s M, M and M s M , M . Since the two
R-forms of G and Gq differ only by their semisimple anisotropic kernels
M9 and M q9 and the indices of M9 and M q9 coincide, the R-form of G is
q  .the twist of the R-form of G by a cocycle c of Gal CrR with values in
q q9  w x.  w x.Int M s M see 21, 3.4.2 . But it is known see 3, Theorem 1.7 thatC
1 q9. 1 q9.the natural homomorphism of H Q, M to H R, M is surjective.
q9  .Thus there is an M -valued cocycle d on Gal CrQ cohomologous to c
over Q. The twist of Gq by the cocycle d is a Q-form of G with the
 .  .following properties: i over R, it coincides with the R-form of G; ii its
 .distinguished orbits of Gal CrQ contain all the distinguished orbits of
 .Gal CrR of the R-form of G. Therefore by Proposition 1.4.1, this Q-form
has the required property.
 .Case 2 . G is R-simple but not absolutely simple.
There exists an adjoint absolutely simple group G9 such that G s
d  .R G9 by Proposition 1.2.6. Let G9 be the adjoint Q i -split form of G9C r R
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and Gd s R G9d. It is clear that Gd is a Q-form of G with theQ i.r Q
desired property.
1.4.3. Let D be a central simple division algebra over k of degree d. For
 .  .any r, there exists a k-form GL of GL such that GL k s GL D .r , D r d r , D r
 .Let V be a finite dimensional left vector space over D. A D-representa-
 .tion or D, k -representation of G in V is a k-homomorphism G ª GL .V , D
A representation of G is called D-rational if it is equivalent to a D-repre-
sentation.
w x1.4.4. PROPOSITION 22, Theorem 3.3 . For any dominant weight l fixed
by G, there exists a di¨ ision algebra D, unique up to k-isomorphism, such that
an absolutely irreducible representation of G with the highest weight l is
D-rational.
1.4.5. PROPOSITION. Let G be an absolutely simple algebraic k-group of
type C . If the standard 2n-dimensional representation of G is k-rational, thenn
G is split o¨er k.
w x  .Proof. By the classification of k-forms given in 21 , G k is
 .SU D, h where D is a division algebra of degree d and h is a2 n r d
nondegenerate antihermitian sesquilinear form of index r relative to a
s  .first kind involution s such that D has dimension 1r2 d d q 1 . The
 .canonical representation SU D, h ª SL is an absolutely irre-2 n r d 2 n, D
ducible representation with the same highest weight as the standard
2n-dimensional representation. Since the standard representation is ratio-
nal over k, by the uniqueness of such a D, D s k. It implies that G is split
over k.
1.4.6. Let a be a dominant weight and k the invariant field by thea
stabilizer of a in G. Then Proposition 1.4.4 gives a central division algebra
D over k such that r : G ª GL is an absolutely irreduciblea a a n, Da
 .D , k -representation of dominant weight a . Define rest : GLa a D r k n, Da a a
 .  . k2ª GL K s GL D K and similarly rest . We put r smnd n a k k r k aa a
 .rest rest ( r .k r k D r k aa a
w x  .THEOREM 22, Theorem 7.2, Lemma 7.4 . 1 For each dominant weight
of G, kr is irreducible o¨er k.a
 .2 Each k-irreducible representation of G is k-equi¨ alent to the repre-
sentation of the form kr .a
 . k k3 Let a and a 9 be dominant weights. Then r and r are k-equi¨ -a a 9
 .alent iff there exists g g G such that g a s a 9.
 .  .  4 k4 If G a s a , . . . , a , then r is equi¨ alent o¨er K to the direct1 n a
sum of d irreducible representations of dominant weight a , . . . , d irreducible1
2 w xrepresentations of dominant weight a where d s D : k .n a a
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 .  .1.4.7. Let n P 3, and G be either SL C or SO C , and c be then 2 n
 .  .representation of SL C = G defined by c A, B s A m B for A g2
 .SL C and B g G.2
 .PROPOSITION. Let H s SL C = G. Assume that the representation c2
is rational o¨er Q.
 .  .1 If G s SL C , the group H is equipped with either a split Q-formn
 .  . t .or an inner Q-form such that H Q is conjugate to SL D = SL D1 Q s Q
where D is a di¨ ision algebra defined o¨er Q such that D is a central simpleQ
t   . tquarternion di¨ ision algebra o¨er Q, 2 s s n, and D [ X g M C N X gQ 2
4D .Q
 .  .2 If G s SO C , the group H is equipped with either a split Q-formn
 .  . t .or a Q-form such that H Q is conjugate to SL D = SU D , h where D1 Q s Q
is a di¨ ision algebra defined o¨er Q such that D is a central simpleQ
quaternion di¨ ision algebra o¨er Q, 2 s s n, and h is a non-degenerate
hermitian form relati¨ e to an in¨olution s of the first kind such that Ds has
dimension 3.
 . 4In particular, with respect to those Q-forms, I, A N A g G is a Q-sub-
group of H.
 .Proof. 1 Let T be a maximal torus consisting of the diagonal ele-
 .  .ments of SL C = SL C . Then the highest weight l of c sends2 n 1
 .  .t s diag t , . . . , t = diag s , . . . , s to t q s . It is known that if an1 m 1 k 1 1
absolutely irreducible representation c is rational over Q, then its highest
 .weight is invariant under the )-action of Gal QrQ and the element b inc
 .  w xthe Brauer group Br Q associated to c is trivial see B-T, 12 for the
.definition of b . Since n / 2, H cannot be not almost simple over Q andc
 .hence there exist two subgroups H and H which are Q-forms of SL C1 2 2
 .and SL C respectively such that H s H = H . Since the highest weightn 1 2
 .l is invariant under the )-action of Gal QrQ , the )-action must be1
trivial on the Dynkin diagrams of both H and H , from which it follows1 2
 .that the Q-forms of H and H are inner. Therefore H Q is conjugate to1 2
 .  .  .SL D = SL D where D and D are as described in 1 . If c isr 1Q s 2Q 1 2
rational having this Q-structure of H, then the triviality of b implies thatc
 . t .   . .the two algebras D and D resp. D represent the same1 Q 2 Q 2 Q
 .  .element in the Brauer group Br Q . Since they are central division
 .algebras, this implies that they are isomorphic. In the case when D1 Q
t .  . t .and D are isomorphic, an isomorphism of D onto D extends2 Q 2 Q 1 Q
 . t .to an isomorphism of the algebra M D onto the algebra M Ds 2 Q s 1 Q
 .and hence to an automorphism of the algebra M C through taking thek
tensor product with C over Q. It follows from the Skolem]Noether
 .theorem that this automorphism is inner by an element g g GL C . Thusk
 . y1 t .we have gSL D g s SL D .s 2 Q s 1 Q
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 .The proof of 2 goes exactly as above, using the classification of
Q-forms of groups of D -type.n
 .  .  .1.4.8. PROPOSITION. Let G s SL C and let c : SL C ª SL C ben n 2 n
 .the direct sum r [ r* where r is the standard representation of SL C andn
 . t y1r* the dual of r, i.e., r* A s A for A g G. Then the Q-forms of G with
respect to which c is Q-rational and irreducible o¨er Q are such that
 .  .  .G Q s SU k, h where k is a quadratic extension of Q and h g GL kn n
t s  .such that h s h where s is the non-tri¨ ial element in Gal krQ .
Proof. Since the highest weights of r and r* are obviously different,
the )-action of G of the Q-form is non-trivial, proving the form of the
outer. That the division algebra attached to this outer Q-form is in fact a
 .field is a direct consequence of 4 in Theorem 1.4.6.
1.4.9. The following propositions are easy consequences of Theorem
1.4.6; their derivation from the theorem is similar to the proof of Proposi-
tion 1.4.8.
 .  .PROPOSITION. Let H s SL C = SL C and let c be the representationn n
A 0 .  .such that c A, B s . If H is equipped with a Q-form with respect to0 B
 .  .which c is rational o¨er Q, then H Q is up to conjugation either SL Q =n
 .  .SL Q or R SL k .n k r Q n
 .   ..1.4.10. PROPOSITION. Let G be SL C resp. SO C and c be then 2 n
A 0 .  .representation of G defined by c A s . If G is equipped with a Q-form0 A
 .with respect to which c is rational o¨er Q, then G Q is, up to conjugation,
 .   ..  .   ..either SL Q resp. SO Q or SL D resp. SU D , h where D is an 2 n s Q s Q
 .   ..di¨ ision algebra described in 1 resp. where D and h are described in 2 in
the abo¨e proposition.
1.5. Extension of Q-Forms
We show that for an adjoint absolutely simple group G and its parabolic
 .subgroup P such that R P is commutative or Heisenberg, a Q-form ofu
w xP, P extends to a Q-form of G. The following theorem of Raghunathan
plays a key role.
 w x.1.5.1. THEOREM Raghunathan 18, 3.31 . Let G be a complex semisim-
ple Lie algebra and P the Lie algebra corresponding to a parabolic subgroup P
 .of G s a semisimple Lie group with g its Lie algebra . Let P be a LieQ
algebra o¨er Q and i : P ª P an injecti¨ e homomorphism such thatQ
i m id : P m C ª P is an isomorphism. Then there exists a Q-Lie algebraQ Q
g and injecti¨ e homomorphisms j : g ª G and a : P ª g such thatQ Q Q Q
 .1 j m id : g m C ª G is an isomorphism andQ Q
 .2 j( a s b ( i where b : P ª G is the natural inclusion.
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1.5.2. Considering the adjoint reprsentation of G, the following is a
direct consequence of the above theorem.
COROLLARY. Let G be an adjoint semisimple algebraic R-group and P its
parabolic R-subgroup. If P is equipped with a Q-form, then there exists a
Q-form of G which extends the Q-form of P.
1.5.3. It is well known that for every unipotent subgroup U, the logarith-
 .mic mapping ln U ª Lie U is equivariant in the following sense: if f is a
 w x.biregular automorphism of U, then ln( f s df (ln see 11, 1.1.3 .
In particular, we have the following:
LEMMA. Let G be a semisimple algebraic group and P a parabolic
 .  .subgroup with a Le¨i subgroup L. Then Ad h (ln s ln(Int h where Ad :
 .L ª GL U is the representation as in Subsection 1.1.14.
1.5.4. LEMMA. Let G be an adjoint semisimple algebraic group and P, L,
 .U be as in the abo¨e lemma. Then the representation Ad : L ª GL U is
faithful.
Proof. Applying the previous lemma to the conjugation map of U by
 .each element of L, we can see that the kernel of Ad : L ª GL U is equal
 .  w x wto C U l L. But it is known e.g., 10, Lemma 11.16 or 16, Proposi-
x.  .  .tion 11.19 that C U ; U. Therefore C U l L is trivial, proving the
lemma.
1.5.5. PROPOSITION. Let G be an adjoint absolutely simple algebraic
 .R-group, P a parabolic R-subgroup with an R-Le¨i decomposition LR P ,u
w x  .  .and H s L, L . Assume that H and R P ha¨e Q-forms such that H Qu
 . .  .normalizes R P Q . If R P is commutati¨ e or Heisenberg and H isu u
non-tri¨ ial, there exists a Q-form of G which extends the Q-forms of H and
 .R P .u
Proof. By Corollary 1.5.2, it is enough to extend a Q-form of H and
 .  .R P to a Q-form of P. Consider the representation Ad : L ª GL U ,u
  ..  .U s Lie R P defined in Subsection 1.1.14. The Q-form on R Pu u
defines a Q-structure on the vector space U, through the logarithm map,
 .  .  . .and hence a Q-form on GL U . Since H Q normalizes R P Q and theu
  ..  .logarithm map is Q-rational, Ad H Q preserves U Q . Since H is
 .defined over Q, and hence H Q is Zariski dense in H, it implies that
 .  .Ad H is a Q-subgroup of GL U .
 .  .Case 1 . Ad is absolutely irreducible, or equivalently, R P is com-u
mutative.
Since Ad is absolutely irreducible, it follows from Schur's lemma that
  ..  .   ..the centralizer C Ad H of Ad H coincides with Z GL U . Since
  ..   ..   ..   ..Ad Z L ; C Ad H and Ad Z L has dimension 1, Ad Z L s
  ..   ..  .Z GL U . It follows that Ad Z L is a Q-subgroup of GL U . Since
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 .   ..  .   ..  .Ad H l GL U Q and Z L l GL U Q are Zariski dense in Ad H
 .  .   ..   ..and Z L , respectively, Ad H Ad Z L l GL U Q is Zariski dense in
 .   ..  .  .Ad H Ad Z L . Since L s HZ L , we obtain that Ad L is a Q-sub-
 .   ..group of GL U . Since Ad is faithful, Ad, Ad L now provides a Q-form
 .  .of L, which extends the given Q-form of H. Since L Q normalizes R Qu
with respect to this Q-form, we have a Q-form of P.
 .  .Case 2 . R P is Heisenberg and G is not of type A .u n
 .  .Then U decomposes into V [ Z U where V is the Ad H -invariant
 .  .subspace other than Z U . Since Z U has dimension one and H has no
 .  .rational characters, Ad H acts trivially on Z U . Denote by Ad9 the
restriction of Ad on V so that Ad s Ad9 [ Id. We note that V is a
 .  .  .Q-subspace of U ; in fact, let ¨ , z g U Q where ¨ g V and z g Z U ,
 .  . .   . .  .and h g H Q . Then Ad h ¨ , z s Ad9 h ¨ , z g U Q and hence
  . .  .  .Ad9 h ¨ y ¨ , 0 g U Q , giving a non-trivial element in V l U Q . It
follows from the fact that Ad9 acts absolutely irreducibly on V that
 . .  ..Ad H Q V l U Q generates a Zariski dense subspace of V , proving
the claim.
 .Since the restriction of Ad H on V is absolutely irreducible, by the
same argument as the previous case, we can extend the Q-form of H to L
  ..  .   ..with respect to which Ad L Q preserves V Q . Since Z U Q s
w  .  .x   ..   ..  .V Q , V Q , Ad L Q also preserves Z U Q . It follows that L Q
 . .normalizes R P Q , yielding the desired Q-form of P.u
 .  .Case 3 . R P is Heisenberg in a group of type A , n G 3.u n
In this case, H is of type A and Ad is equivalent to the direct sumny2
 .  .r [ r* [ id where r resp. r* denotes the resp. dual of standard
representation of A . By Proposition 1.4.7, the Q-forms of H withny2
respect to which Ad is Q-rational are, up to conjugation and isogeny, such
 .  .  . .   . t s 4that H Q s SL Q , SU h Q s g g SL k N g hg s h orny1 ny1
t  . ..y1   . t y1  . .4SU h Q s g g SL k N g g SU h Q where k is a realny1
 .quadratic extension field of Q, s is a non-trivial element in Gal krQ ,
 . t sand h g GL k such that h s h. We observe that each of thoseny1
 .Q-forms of H extends to a Q-form of G with respect to which G Q
 .  . .   . t y1 4is isogenous to SL Q , SU h9 Q s g g SL k N g h9g s h9 ornq1 nq1
t  . ..y1SU h9 Q for
0 0 1
h9 s ,0 h 0 /1 0 0
respectively.
1.5.6. Remark. If the rank of G is one, H is trivial. For the groups with
rank at least 2, H is trivial only if G is of type A and P is a Borel2
 .subgroup, or equivalently, R P is Heisenberg.u
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2. THE SUBGROUPS OF THE FORM GF , F1 2
AND Q-FORMS
2.1. Discrete Subgroups in Algebraic Groups
2.1.1. The following two theorems are the well known Borel density
theorem and a theorem of Borel and Harish-Chandra, respectively.
 w x.THEOREM Borel Density Theorem 2 . Any lattice in a connected
semisimple Lie group without compact factors is Zariski dense.
w x2.1.2. THEOREM 4 . Let G be a semisimple linear algebraic group defined
 .  .o¨er Q. Then G Z is a lattice in G R .
2.1.3. LEMMA. Let G be a connected semisimple algebraic R-group,
 .0G s G R , and G a discrete and Zariski dense subgroup in G. Then the
 .normalizer N G of G in G is discrete.
0  .Proof. Let N be the connected component of the identity of N G .
Since N 0 normalizes G and G is discrete, N 0 centralizes G. That is,
0  .  0.  0.N ; C G and therefore G ; C N . Since C N is algebraic and G is
 0. 0Zariski dense, G ; C N and hence N is contained in the center of G,
0  4  .which is finite. Thus N s e , implying that N G is discrete.
 .2.1.4. LEMMA. 1 If G is a locally compact group and G is a discrete
subgroup of G containing a lattice in G, then G is a lattice in G.
 .  .02 If G is a semisimple algebraic Q-group, G s G R , and G is a
 .discrete subgroup containing an arithmetic subgroup G Z , then G is also an
arithmetic subgroup of G.
 .  .3 Let G be as in 2 and in addition, suppose that G has no compact
factors. Then the normalizer of an arithmetic subgroup of G is again an
arithmetic subgroup of G.
 . w xProof. Part 1 is an immediate corollary of Lemma 1.6 of 16 . By
 . w xTheorem 2.1.2, G Z is a lattice in G. Again by Lemma 1.6 of 16 , the
 .  .  .subgroup G Z is a subgroup of a finite index in G, proving 2 . Part 3 is a
direct consequence of Borel density theorem and Lemma 2.1.3.
2.1.5. We state a well known arithmeticity theorem of Margulis for the
real field case, followed by his finiteness theorem.
 w x wTHEOREM Margulis' Arithmeticity Theorem, see 13 or 27, Theorem
x.6.1.2 . Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with tri¨ ial center and no
compact factors. Suppose that the rank of G is at least 2 and that G is an
irreducible lattice in G. Then there exists a semisimple algebraic Q-group H
 .0   .and an epimorphism p : H R ª G with compact kernel such that p H Z
 .0.l H R is commensurable to G. Furthermore if G is a non-uniform lattice,
p can be taken as an isomorphism.
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 w x w2.1.6. THEOREM Margulis' Finiteness Theorem, see 11, Chap. 8 or 27,
x.Theorem 8.1.2 . Let G and G be as in Theorem 2.1.5. Then any non-central
normal subgroup of G has a finite index in G.
2.1.7. Let G be a locally compact group and S a sequence of subsets ofn
G. We say that S converges S if for every compact subset K ; G and an
 .neighborhood U of e in G, there exists an integer r s r K, U such that
for all n P r and x g S l K, xU l S / B and for all y g S l K, yU ln
S / B.n
 w x.THEOREM Chabauty 16, Theorem 1.20 . Let G be a Lie group and Gn
a sequence of lattices in G such that for some open set W of G with e g W,
 4W l G s e for all n. Then a subsequence G of G con¨erges to G and Gn i nn
is a discrete subgroup. Furthermore, if m is a right Haar measure on G,
 .  .m GrG O Lim inf m GrG .i n
 .2.1.8. A subgroup H of a Lie group G is said to have property P
 .  .if every Ad H -stable subspace of g is Ad G -stable where Ad denotesC
the adjoint representation of G in the complexification g of the LieC
algebra g.
 w x.THEOREM Wang 16, Lemma 9.5 . Let G be a semisimple Lie group
and K a compact set of G. Then there is a neighborhood U of e in G such that
the following holds: if G is any discrete subgroup of G such that G l U
 .  4generates a subgroup with property P , then G l U s e .
For example, a Zariski dense subgroup in an algebraic group has
 .property P since the adjoint representation is algebraic.
2.1.9. In the following, we list well known lemmas on lattices in unipo-
 w x.tent algebraic groups see 12, Chap. 3 .
LEMMA. Let U be a unipotent algebraic R-group and F a discrete sub-
 .group of U R . Then F is Zariski dense in U if and only if the factor space
 .U R rF is compact.
 .2.1.10. LEMMA. Assume further that F is a lattice in U R . Then
 .  .1 U R rF is compact.
 .  .2 F is an arithmetic subgroup of U R .
 .   ..   ..3 F l Z U R is a lattice in Z U R .
2.1.11. LEMMA. Let U be a unipotent Q-group.
 .  .  .1 For any n g N, U nZ is a lattice in U R ;
 .  .  .2 if F ; U Q and F is a lattice in U R , then F is commensurable
 .to U Z ;
 .  .  .3 e¨ery subgroup of finite index in U Z contains U nZ for some
n g N.
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2.2. Generators of Arithmetic Subgroups
2.2.1. Let k be a number field and G a simply connected and absolutely
almost simple algebraic group defined over k with respect to which U and1
U are opposite horospherical k-subgroups. Let S be a finite set of2
valuations of k containing all archimedean valuations and L be the ring of
S-integers in k and the S-rank of G is at least 2. If U and U are maximal1 2
horospherical k-subgroups, then for any ideal A of L, the subgroup
 .  .  . generated by U A and U A is of fine index in G L for k-rank G G 21 2
w x w x.by Raghunathan 17 and for k-rank G s 1 by Venkataramana 25 . This
w xresult was known for Chevalley groups for k-rank G P 2 by Tits 23 and
w xfor classical groups of k-rank G P 2 by Vaserstein 24 .
In fact, this result holds for an arbitrary pair of opposite horospherical
k-subgroups. The argument for this was explained to the author by T. N.
Venkataramana.
2.2.2. COROLLARY. Let G be as abo¨e and U , U a pair of opposite1 2
horospherical k-subgroups. Then for any ideal A of L, the subgroup generated
 .  .  .by U A and U A is of finite index in G L .1 2
X  . X  .Proof. Let P ; N U and P ; N U be a pair of opposite minimal1 1 2 2
 .parabolic k-subgroups. This can be done as follows: if the pair N U ,1
 . y  .N U is conjugate to P , P by g g G k as in Lemma 1.2.2, set2 k Q k Q
X y1 X  X.P s gP g for each i s 1, 2. Set U s R P for each i s 1, 2 andi B i u i
 .  . X  X.L s N U l N U . Then U is the semi-direct product of L l U and1 2 i i
 .  . XU . Denote by G the subgroup generated by U A and U A , and by Gi A 1 2 B
X . X .the subgroup generated by U B and U B . By the result mentioned1 2
above for maximal horospherical k-subgroups, GX is an arithmetic sub-B
 X. .  . X .group. We note that L l U A U A has a finite index in U A .i i i
X . Therefore there exists an ideal B ; A such that U B ; L li
X. .  . X X .U A U A . We claim that G normalizes G . Let x g U B and writei i B A 1
 X . .  .  . y1it as ly where l g L l U A , y g U A . For u g U A , yu y g1 1 1 1 1
 . y1 y1  .  .  .U A and hence lyu l y g U A since L A normalizes U A .1 1 1 1
 . y 1  .  . y 1So, xU A x s U A . For u g U A , since xu x s1 1 2 2 2
 y1 . y1 . y1 .y1 y1  . y1  .lyl lu l lyl , lyl g U A , and lu l g U A , we have2 1 2 2
y1 X .xu x g G . It shows that U B normalizes G and similarly we can show2 A 1 A
X .  X .that U B normalizes G . Therefore G ; N G .2 A A B
 .By the finiteness theorem of Margulis Theorem 2.1.6 , G has a finiteA
 X .index in N G and hence an arithmetic subgroup. It is now clear that GB A
 .has a finite index in G A .
2.2.3. COROLLARY. Let G be a connected semisimple Q-subgroup such
that each Q-simple factor has Q-rank at least 1 and R-rank at least 2. Let U ,1
U be a pair of opposite horospherical Q-subgroups and F , F lattices in2 1 2
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 .  .  .  .U R and U R which are commensurable to U Z and U Z , respecti¨ ely.1 2 1 2
 .If G is discrete, then it is an arithmetic subgroup of G R .F , F1 2
Proof. Suppose that G is simply connected. Using Proposition 1.2.4, we
may assume that G is almost Q-simple. By Proposition 1.2.6, there exist a
finite separable extension k of Q, a connected simply connected absolutely
almost simple k-group G9, and a pair of opposite horospherical k-sub-
groups U X, U X of G9 such that G s R G9 and U s R U X for each1 2 k r Q i k r Q i
i s 1, 2. We also note that R-rank of G is equal to the S-rank of G9 where
S is the set of archimedean valuations of k. In fact, if k has r real
embeddings and 2 s imaginary embeddings, then S has r q s elements.
 .Both the R-rank of G and the S-rank of G9 are equal to r q s k-rank of
 ..  .G9 . Since there exists n g N such that U nZ ; F by Lemma 2.1.11, wei i
 .may assume that F s U nZ for each i s 1, 2. On the other hand, we cani i
 X ..find an ideal A of L, the ring of the integers of k, such that R U Ak r Q i
 .; U nZ . By the previous corollary, the subgroup of G9 generated byi
X . X .  .U A and U A has a finite index in G9 L . Since G contains a1 2 F , F1 2
 X ..  X ..  .subgroup generated by R U A and R U A and G Z sk r Q 1 k r Q 2
  ..  .R G9 L , G contains a subgroup of finite index in G Z .k r Q F , F1 2 ÄIn general, there exists a simply connected semisimple Q-group G and a
Ä Ä y1 .central Q-isogeny p : G ª G by Proposition 1.2.5. Then each U s p Ui i
Äis a horospherical Q-subgroup of G and there exists m g N such that
Ä  ..  .  .p U mZ ; U nZ for each i s 1, 2. Since p G ;Ä Äi i U mZ ., U mZ .1 2
G and the image of an arithmetic subgroup under an isogenyU nZ., U nZ.1 2
map is an arithmetic subgroup, it only remains to apply the previous case
to G to obtain that G is an arithmetic subgroup.Ä ÄU mZ., U mZ. U nZ., U nZ.1 2 1 2
2.2.4. EXAMPLE. We present an example which shows that the assump-
tion on the discreteness of G in the above corollary is essential.F , F1 2
I 0I M R . mm m=k .  .Let U and U be the subgroups of the form and M R I0 I  .1 2 k= m kk
 .for some m, k g N, respectively. By M R , we mean the set of allm= k
m = k matrices whose coefficients lie in R. In fact any pair of minimal
 .opposite horospherical subgroups in SL R , n s m q k, is conjugate ton
 .such a pair U , U . Let F s M Z and F s 1rp M Z for some1 2 1 m=k 2 k=m
p g N. Obviously F is commensurable to M Z.2 k=m
We claim that unless p s 1, then G is not discrete. The subgroupF , F1 2
G contains a subgroup, which is isomorphic to the subgroup G ofF , F p1 2
1 01 1 .  .  .SL R generated by and . Applying Jorgenson's inequality1rp 12 0 1
given below to G , we obtain that if G is discrete, then p O 1, yieldingp p
p s 1 since p g N.
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 w x.  .Jorgenson's Inequality cf. 7 . Let A and B be matrices in SL C2
which generate an infinite subgroup. If the subgroup generated by A and
< 2 . < <  y1 y1. <B is discrete, then tr A y 4 q tr ABA B y 2 P 1.
2.2.5. EXAMPLE. We close this section by giving some examples which
demonstrate how the discreteness assumption on G restricts the choiceF , F1 2
 .  .of lattices F and F in U R and U R , respectively.1 2 1 2
1 01 x .  .  .  .1 Let g s , h s , and G be the subgroup of SL Ry 1 x, y 20 1
generated by g and h. Jorgenson's inequality says that if G is discrete,x, y
then x 2 y2 P 1.
 .2 Let U and U be as in Remark 2.2.4. Let F s M Z and1 2 1 m=k
F s aM Z for some a g R.2 k=m
We claim that if a is an irrational number, then G is not discrete.F , F1 2
Let E denote the elementary matrix whose entries are all 0 but 1 ini j
 . w xi, j -entry. Note that the commutator I q aE , I q E of twomq 1, 1 1, n
elements I q aE and I q E is the element I q aE . Let'smq 1, 1 1, n mq1, n
denote this element by g. Then
I M Z I M Z I q aE .  .m m=k m m=k 1, ky1g g s . /  /0 I 0 Ik k
Therefore G l U is not discrete if a is an irrational number.1
 .  .  .  .3 Let G s SL C with an inner R-form given by G R s SL D2 n n R
where D is a Hamiltonian quaternion division algebra over R and n P 3.R
I M D I 0 .m m=k R m .  .Let U s and U s where m q k s n. Consider1 20 I M D I .k k=m R k
two quaternion division algebras D and D defined over Q such that1 2
 .  .D Q is a central simple division algebra over Q and D R s D for eachi i R
 .  .i s 1, 2. The notation D Z denotes a Z-order of the algebra D Q . Leti i
 .I M D Z I 0 .m m=k 1 m .  .F s and F s . We claim that if G is1 2 F , F .0 I a M D Z I . 1 2k k=m 2 k
 .  .discrete, then D Z s aD Z up to commensurability. Since n is at least1 2
3, we have either that m G 2 or that k G 2. Set j s m if m P 2; j s k
 .otherwise. We denote by E the elementary matrix in M D whoset s n R
 .t, s -entry is the identity matrix and 0 elsewhere. Then for each x,
w xy g D , the commutator C [ I q xE , I q yE is the element I qR x y 1, n n, j
 .  .xyE since j / 1. For any x g D Z and y g aD Z , C g G . Since1, j 1 2 x y F , F1 2y1  .C F C ; F , we obtain that xy g D Z . Therefore we obtain thatx y 1 x y 1 1
 .  .  .  .  .aD Z D Z ; D Z . It follows that aD Z s D Z up to commensura-1 2 1 2 1
bility.
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2.3. Reflexi¨ e Horospherical Subgroups
2.3.1. Let G be a connected semisimple algebraic R-group without any
 .0R-anisotropic factors and G s G R . Let U , U be a pair of opposite1 2
 .  .horospherical R-subgroups and F and F lattices in U R and U R ,1 2 1 2
respectively.
 .  .LEMMA. 1 G is a normal subgroup of finite index in G R .
 .  .  .2 U R and U R generate G. In particular G is generated by1 2
one-parameter unipotent subgroups.
 .  .3 The subgroup G is Zariski dense in G R .F , F1 2
 .  .Proof. Part 1 is well known. Since G has no R-anisotropic factors, 2
w x  w x.follows from 5, 6.14-15 or see 11, Chap. 1, Theorem 2.3.1 . Since
 .the Zariski closure of G contains U and U , 3 is a direct corollaryF , F 1 21 2
 .of 2 .
2.3.2. LEMMA. Suppose that P is a reflexi¨ e parabolic k-subgroup of a1
connected semisimple k-group G and that P is a parabolic k-subgroup2
 .   . y1opposite to P . Then the set M P , P s h g R P N hP h and P are1 1 2 u 2 1 1
4  .  .opposite is Zariski dense and open in R P . In particular, M P , P lu 2 1 2
 . .R P k is non-empty.u 2
w xProof. It follows from Proposition 4.10 and Lemma 4.12 in 5 that the
 y1 4set M s h g G N hP h and P are opposite is Zariski dense and open1 1
 .in G. Since R P P is open and M is right P -invariant, we have thatu 2 1 1
 .  .R P l M is open in R P .u 2 u 2
2.3.3. LEMMA. Suppose that U is reflexi¨ e, i.e., wU wy1 s U for some1 1 2
 .  .  .w g G R . If U is commutati¨ e resp. Heisenberg , there exist u g U R ,1 1
  .  .. .  . y1x g N U l N U R independent of F and F such that uG u1 2 1 2 F , F1 2
 X XX Xy1 y1 y1contains G resp. G where F and F are lattices whoseF , xw F w . x F , x F x 1 21 1 1 2
quotients by commutators are the same as those of F and wF wy1, respec-1 1
.ti¨ ely .
Proof. Since G is Zariski dense, it follows from Lemma 2.3.2 thatF , F1 2
 . y1  .there exists g g G such that g N U g is opposite to N U . ThenF , F 1 11 2
 .  . y1 y1there exists a unique element u g U R such that ug N U g u s1 1
 .  . y1  . y1  .N U . Since wN U w s N U , it follows that ug w is in N U . By2 1 2 2
y1  . .Levi decomposition we can write ug w s xy for x g N U R l1
 . .  .  .  .y1  . y1 .y1N U R and y g U R . Now ug F ug s xy wF w xy . Set2 2 1 1
FX s uF uy1 and FX s ywF wy1 yy1. Then uGuy1 s ug Ggy1 uy1 contains1 1 2 1
y1 X  .  .y1 X y1the subgroup generated by uF u s F and ug F ug s xF x . If1 1 1 2
U is commutative, then FX s F and xFX xy1 s xF xy1. If U is Heisen-1 1 1 2 2 1
X Xberg, it is clear that F and F satisfy the desired properties.1 2
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2.3.4. Remark. For an adjoint absolutely simple group G and its root
system F with a choice of basis D, there exists a unique involutory
 .permutation i, so-called opposition in¨olution of D such that a ª yi a
extends to an operation of a Weyl element, say n. Then nP ny1 s PyQ iQ .
 .  .for each subset Q ; D. Therefore if i Q s Q, then P resp. V isQ Q
y  y.conjugate to P resp. V .Q Q
It is known that i induces a non-trivial automorphism on D if and only if
 w x.G is type of A , D , or E cf. 21, 1.5.1 . In such cases, we haven 2 nq1 6
non-reflexive commutative horospherical subgroups. On the other hand, it
 .follows from the classification given in Subsection 1.3.1 that i D s D .H H
Therefore every Heisenberg horospherical subgroup is reflexive.
2.4. Margulis' Theorem on Representation Theory and Extension
of Q-Structures
2.4.1. Let K be an algebraically closed field, H a connected algebraic
K-group, L ; H a Zariski dense subgroup, T a faithful linear representa-
tion of H into a finite dimensional linear space L over K, M and N linear
subspaces of L, and W a non-empty Zariski-open subset of H. We put
  . .   . .d s min dim N l T h M and assume that dim M l T w N shg H
  y1 . .dim N l T w M s d for all w g W. In addition, we assume that M,
N, and L are generated as linear subspaces by the unions D M lw g W
 . .   . .  .y1T w N , D N l T w M and D T h M, respectively.w g W hg H
 .For a subfield k of K, any k-structure on M resp. N induces in a
 .   . .natural way a k-structure on T l M resp. T l N for any l g L. We say
 .that two k-structures on M and N are compatible if M l T l N for any
 .l g L l W is a k-subspace of both M and T l N.
 w x.THEOREM Margulis 12, Lemma 8.6.2 . If there exist compatible k-struc-
tures on M and N, then H can be gi¨ en a k-structure such that L ; H .k
2.4.2. PROPOSITION. Let G be an adjoint semisimple algebraic R-group,
U , U a pair of opposite horospherical R-subgroups and F , F lattices in1 2 1 2
 .  .U R and U R , respecti¨ ely. Suppose that G is discrete and that there1 2 F , F1 2
exists a non-tri¨ ial connected semisimple normal R-algebraic subgroup S of
 .  .  .  .N U l N U with a Q-form with respect to which S R l N G is a1 2 F , F1 2
 .Zariski dense arithmetic subgroup of S R and the projection of S onto each
simple factor of G is infinite. Then there exists a Q-form of G such that
 .G ; G Q .F , F1 2
 .   . y1  .Proof. Set G s N G , B s g g G N gN U g and N U are op-F , F 2 11 2
4  .posite , A s S h U , and A s Lie A for each i s 1, 2. Denote by Mi i i i
and N the subspaces of the Lie algebra g of G generated, respectively, by
  . .   . .y1D A l Ad g A and D A l Ad g A and by V theg g B l G 1 2 g g B l G 2 1
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  . . set of g g G for which dim M l Ad g N s min dim M l0 0 g g G
 . .Ad g N . We set W s B l V.
We claim that the assumptions of Theorem 2.4.1 hold for G s H,
G s L, Ad s T , L s g , M, N, and W. First of all, since G is adjoint,
 .equivalently Z G is trivial, the adjoint representation Ad of G is faithful.
Since A l A is the Lie algebra of S, A l A ; M is non-trivial. Since1 2 1 2
g is simple and the projection of S onto each simple factor of G is finite,
 .  .g is generated by Ad g M, g g G. We observe that M l Ad g N s
 .  .  .A l Ad g A and N l Ad g M s A l Ad g A for all g g B l G.1 2 2 1
 .  . w xSince the set B is of the form N U N U 5, Lemma 4.1.2 and A is a1 2 i
 y1 .normal subgroup of P , we have that A s A l g A g h U for alli 1 1 2 1
  . .   . .g g B. This implies that dim M l Ad g N s dim A l Ad g A s1 2
 y1 .  .  .dim A l g A g s dim A y dim U for all g g B l G. But W ; B,1 2 1 1
 .  .W is open, and G is Zariski dense. Therefore d s dim A y dim U1 1
and hence B l G s W l G. It follows that M and N are generated
  . .   . .y1by D A l Ad g A and D A l Ad g A , respectively,g g W 1 2 g g W 2 1
proving the claim.
 .Since F is a Zariski dense arithmetic subgroup of U R for i s 1, 2 andi i
 .S l G is a Zariski dense arithmetic subgroup of S R normalizing F and1
F , we can give Q-forms on A and A with respect to which A l G and2 1 2 1
 .  .  .A l G are arithmetic subgroups of A R and A R e.g., Lemma 3.4.9 .2 1 2
In a natural way, these Q-forms induce Q-structures on A and A and1 2
 .also on M and N. Since A l G is a lattice in A R for each i s 1, 2, andi i
 y1 .G is discrete, we have that for any g g G, A l g A g l G h F has a1 2 1
finite index in A l G. Since A l G is Zariski dense in A , the Zariski1 1 1
closure of A l g A gy1 l G is A l g A gy1 and hence A l g A gy11 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .is a Q-subgroup of A . Since M l Ad g N s A l Ad g A for all1 1 2
g g B l G, it follows that the Q-structures on M and N are compatible.
 .Now by Theorem 2.4.1, there exists a Q-form of G such that G ; G Q .F , F1 2
 .2.4.3. LEMMA. If G ; G Q , then U is defined o¨er Q and thereF , F i1 2
 .exists n g N such that U nZ ; F for each i s 1, 2.i i
 .Proof. Since F ; U l G Q and F is Zariski dense in U by Lemmai i i i
2.1.9, U is defined over Q by Proposition 1.2.7. The second claim followsi
from Lemma 2.1.11.
 .  .2.4.4. LEMMA. 1 If G ; G Q and for e¨ery infinite proper normalF , F1 2
 .R-subgroup G9 of G, F l G9 R is finite for each i s 1, 2 then G isi
Q-simple.
 .2 If G is Q-simple and U is defined o¨er Q, then for e¨ery infinitei
 .proper normal R-subgroup G9 of G, U l G9 R is finite.i
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 .Proof. 1 If G is not Q-simple, there exist non-trivial semisimple
normal Q-subgroups G9 and G0 such that G is the direct product of G9
 .and G0 by Proposition 1.2.4. By Lemma 2.4.3, F contains U nZ fori i
 .some n g N. Since U l G9 is a Q-subgroup, U l G9 nZ is infinite. Buti i
 .   ..  ..  .U nZ s U l G9 nZ U l G0 nZ , yielding that F l G9 R is infinite.i i i i
This contradicts the assumption.
 .2 There exist a finite extension field k of Q, an adjoint absolutely
simple k-group G , and a horospherical k-group U X such that G s0 i
 .  X.R G and U s R U by Proposition 1.2.6. Any infinite normalk r Q 0 i k r Q i
algebraic R-subgroup G9 is then isomorphic to the product of suitable
 .  X. .n-copies of G . Since U Z s R U J , J the ring of the integers of k,0 i k r Q i
the claim follows.
2.4.5. COROLLARY. Let G, U , U , F , F , and S be as in Proposition1 2 1 2
2.4.2. Assume that the real rank of each R-simple factor of G is at least 2 and
 .F l G9 R is finite for e¨ery infinite proper normal algebraic R-subgroup G9i
of G and each i s 1, 2. If G is discrete, then it is an arithmetic subgroupF , F1 2
 .of G R .
Proof. By Proposition 2.4.2 and Lemma 2.4.3, there exists a Q-form of
 .  .G such that G ; G Q and U nZ ; F for some n g N. By LemmaF , F i i1 2
2.4.4, G is almost Q-simple. It follows from Corollary 2.2.3 that the
 .  .subgroup G generated by U nZ and U nZ is an arithmetic subgroup of1 2
 .  .G R . By Lemma 2.1.4, G is an arithmetic subgroup of G R .F , F1 2
2.4.6. PROPOSITION. Let G be a Q-simple algebraic Q-group with real
rank at least 2 and U , U be defined o¨er Q. Suppose that the semisimple1 2
 . .  . .part of N U R l N U R does not ha¨e compact factors. If F and F1 2 1 2
 .  . y1  . .are commensurable to U Z and wU Z w for some w g Z L R , respec-1 2
 .ti¨ ely, and G is discrete, G is an arithmetic subgroup of G R .F , F F , F1 2 1 2
 .  . y1Proof. We may assume that F s U Z and F s wU Z w . Let1 1 2 2
 .  . .  . .N s N G and H the semisimple part of N U R l N U R . ThenF , F 1 21 2
N is discrete by Lemma 2.1.3 and H is a semisimple subgroup defined
 .  .  .over Q. Since w g Z L , H Z normalizes F and F and hence H Z ; N.1 2
 .  .Since H Z is a Zariski dense arithmetic subgroup of H R , it follows from
 .Proposition 2.4.2 that there exists a Q-form of G such that N ; G Q .
 .Since G ; G Q , we can show the rest of claim by the same argumentF , F1 2
as the proof of Corollary 2.4.5.
 .  .2.5. The Subgroup Generated by Z U and Z U1 2
We prove some algebraic lemmas which we will need later in applying
Proposition 2.4.2.
2.5.1. Let G be an adjoint k-simple algebraic k-group. This section has
content only when the k-rank of G is at least 2. We continue the notation
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 .  .from Subsection 1.3.1 for S, T , F s F T , G , F s F S, G , j : F ª F jk k
 4 y0 , D, D, V , V for Q ; D and so on. We recall that a denotes thek k Q K Q k h
highest k-root in F and D the unique set of k-Heisenberg roots in D.k k H k
The following lemma can be checked case by case in each irreducible
root system.
 .LEMMA. 1 The only positi¨ e k-root the sum of whose coefficients with
respect to which the roots in D is 2 is a .k H h
 . q2 If b g F is such that the sum of the coefficients with respect tok
D is 1 and there exists a simple root in D with respect to which thek H k
coefficient of b is 0, then a y b g Fq.h k
2.5.2. The commutator law over an algebraically closed field is well
known. The following is a result of Vinberg which says that the commuta-
tor law holds for an arbitrary field. Hereafter, we shall also refer to this
lemma as the commutator law.
 w x. w xLEMMA e.g., 12, 4.5.1 . If a, b, a q b g F, then U , U s Uk k a k b k aqb
 . w xand moreo¨er, for any nonzero x g U , we ha¨e x, U / 0.k a k b
2.5.3. We recall that the notation U denotes the k-root group corre-ah
sponding to the highest k-root a and U denotes the k-Heisenbergh H
horospherical k-subgroup V .k kDy Dk H
 .  q w xWe observe that Z V s U where c s b g F y Q N b q a f Fk Q c k k
q w x4for any a g F y Q . In particular a g c .k h
 .LEMMA. Z V s U if and only if D ; D y Q.k Q a k H kh
Proof. If g g D l Q, a y g is a k-root by Lemma 2.5.1; hencek H h
q w x  . q qa y g g F y Q . We claim that a y g q b f F for any b g Fh k h k k
w x  .y Q . Suppose not. Then by the height calculation, we have a y g qh
b s a . It implies that g s b , contradicting the assumption g g Q. There-h
 .  4fore if Z U s U , or equivalently c s a as the above notation, thena hh
D l Q is empty.k H
To see the converse, suppose that D ; Qc. Then U is contained ink H H
  ..V . Since the centralizer of U in V is contained in R N U s Uk Q H k Q u H H
 .  .and hence coincides with Z U s U , we have Z V ; U .H a k Q ah h
2.5.4. For a g F, denote by U the root space corresponding to a andk k a
 . Uput G s exp U . Note that for any subset c ; F, the subgroup Gk a k a k wc x
 .as in the notation of Subsection 1.2.1 coincides with the subgroup
 .generated by all the G a g c .k a
A closed subset F of F is called an ideal if the following holds: for all0
a g F and b g F such that a q b g F, a q b g F . It follows from0 0
the commutator law that if F is an ideal of F, then the subgroup GU is0 F 0
a normal subgroup of G.
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 wIn proving the following proposition, we use the fact e.g., 26, Proposi-
x.tion 1.1.10 that if f is a closed subset of F such that if a g f then
ya g f, then the subalgebra generated by U , b g f is semisimple.b
PROPOSITION. Let U s V and U s Vy for some Q ; D. Denote by1 k Q 2 k Q k
 .  .G the subgroup of G generated by Z U and Z U , H the commutator0 1 2
 .  .subgroup of N U l N U and S s H l G . Then1 2 0
 .  .1 G is a connected almost k-simple algebraic k-subgroup, Z U and0 1
 .Z U are opposite commutati¨ e horospherical k-subgroups of G , and S is a2 0
connected semisimple normal algebraic k-subgroup of H. Moreo¨er, if G is
absolutely almost simple, so is G .0
 .  .2 If Z U is strictly bigger than U , then S is isotropic o¨er k and the1 a h
k-rank of G is at least 2.0
 .3 If H does not ha¨e any k-anisotropic factors, neither does S.
 q w x q w x4Proof. Set c s b g F y Q N b q a f F for any a g F y Q .k k k
q  .  .Note that c is a closed subset of F and Z U s U and Z U s U .k 1 c 2 yc
 . w x U1 Note that c is a closed set of F and the subgroup Gk wc x
y1w x.  w y1 .x.generated by U , b g j c or equivalently, b g j c coincidesb
with G . This group is algebraic, connected any algebraic group generated0
. by unipotent subgroups is connected and semisimple by the fact men-
.tioned preceding the statement of this proposition . On the other hand, c
 .  . is invariant under Gal Krk since Z U is defined over k see Subsection1
. w x  .1.2.1 . Therefore c is also invariant under Gal Krk and hence G is0
defined over k.
w xTo show that G is almost k-simple, assume that C s c is the disjoint0
union C j C j ??? j C where each C is a non-empty irreducible ideal1 2 s i
of C. We will show that each C contains the unique highest k-root a ,i h
which is an obvious contradiction if s P 2. Note that C l c is non-emptyi
y1 .for each i. For any a g C l j c , there exists simple k-rootsi
 .a , a , . . . , a not necessarily different such that a q a q ??? qa gi i i i i1 2 k 1 j
Fq for each j s 1, 2, . . . , k and a s a q ??? qa s a .k i i h1 k
Since a q a g Fq, a q a g c . It follows that a g C. Since C isi k i i i1 1 1
an ideal of C, we have a q a g C . Therefore by induction a qi i1
a q ??? qa g C for each j s 1, 2, . . . , k; hence a g C . This provesi i i h i1 j
that G is almost k-simple.0
If G is absolutely almost simple, then F has the unique highest root.
w y1 .xThen using the same argument as above we can show that j c cannot
be a disjoint union of ideals. It follows that G is absolutely almost simple.0
 .  .We note that Lie G is decomposed into Lie L l Lie G [ Lie Z U0 0 1
 .  .  .[ Lie Z U . Clearly Z U are Z U are opposite horospherical sub-2 1 2
groups of G .0
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By the same argument we made for G , we can show that S is a0
semisimple algebraic k-group.
We now show that S is a normal subgroup of H. Let s g S and h g H.
 .  .  .Then S s a a ??? a for some a g Z U j Z U . Since H ; N U l1 2 k i 1 2 1
 . y1  .N U , ha h g U j U for each i. Suppose that a g Z U ; hence2 i 1 2 i 1
y1 y1  .  y1 .ha h g U . To see ha h g Z U , let u g U and consider u ha hi 1 i 1 1 i
 y1 . y1  y1 . y1  .s h h uh a h , which is equal to ha h uh h since a g Z U .i i i i
 y1 .  y1 .  .So u ha h s ha h u. It proves that H normalizes Z U and sim-i i 1
 . y1 y1ilarly Z U . Therefore hSh g G ; hence hSh g S, proving H2 0
normalizes S.
 .  .2 Suppose that U is a proper subgroup of Z U . By Lemmaa 1h
2.5.3, we have an element a g Q l D . Then a y a g Fq by Lemmak H h k
2.5.1. We claim that this root belongs to c . Otherwise, for some element
q w x  .b g F y Q , a y a q b is a k-root. By comparing height, it followsk h
 .that a y a q b s a hence a s b , contradicting a g Q. Thereforeh h
 .  . w xa s a y a y a g c , showing that S is isotropic over k, sinceh h
w xLie S clearly contains U for all a g c l Q.a
 .3 Since S is a normal algebraic k-subgroup of H, S has no
k-anisotropic factors unless H does.
2.5.5. EXAMPLE. The following example illustrates the power of Propo-
sition 2.4.2, which will be also one of the most fundamental ideas of the
proof of the main theorem.
 .Let U , U be the pair of opposite horospherical subgroups in SL R ,1 2 n
consisting of the elements of the form
I X Z I 0 0l 1 1 l
0 I Y X I 0and ,m 1 2 m 0  00 0 I Z Y Ik 2 2 k
respectively, where l q m q k s n. Note that U and U are two step1 2
w x  .nilpotent groups, i.e., U , U s Z U for each i s 1, 2.i i i
 .If lk P 2 and F and F are lattices in U and U such that F l Z U1 2 1 2 1 1
 .  .  .  .s M Z and F l Z U s M Z , there exists a Q-form of SL Rl=k 2 2 k=l n
 .such that G ; G Q . To see this, note that the subgroup G generatedF , F 01 2
 .  .by Z U and Z U consists of the elements1 2
X 0 X 9
0 I 0m 0Z9 0 Z
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 .in SL R and S s H l G consists of the elementsn 0
X 0 0
0 I 0 ,m 00 0 Z
 .  .where H is the commutator subgroup of N U l N U . Observe that1 2
S l G isF , F1 2
M Z 0 0 .l= l
0 I 0 .m 00 0 M Z .k=k
It only remains to apply Proposition 2.4.2.
 .Since S Q is split in this case and hence at least one of a and a1 ny1
 .belongs to D y D see the notation in Subsection 1.4.1 , it follows from0
w x  .  .the classification of Q-forms 21 that G Q is conjugate to SL Q .n
3. ADJOINT ACTION ON THE SPACE OF LATTICES
3.1. The Space of Lattices in Algebraic Unipotent Groups
We collect some well known lemmas.
 w x.3.1.1. PROPOSITION e.g., 10, Lemma 1.3.1 . The group of real points of
a unipotent algebraic R-group is a topologically connected, simply connected,
nilpotent Lie group, and e¨ery unipotent subgroup of an algebraic group is
nilpotent.
3.1.2. We state a well known criterion of compactness due to Mahler.
 w x.LEMMA Mahler 6 . A set A of lattices of some Euclidean space is
relati¨ ely compact if and only if there are positi¨ e constants d and e such that
the e-neighborhood in the Euclidean space does not contain any nonzero
element from any lattice belonging to A and det x - d if x g A.
 w x.  .3.1.3. LEMMA Minkowski 6 . For any n, there is a constant c n such
that in any quasi-lattice D lying in an Euclidean space of dimension not
 .exceeding n, there exists a basis e , e , . . . , e of D k s dim D such that for1 2 k
 . l 5 5  .  .1r kany l 1 F l F k ,  e - c n d D .is1 i
3.1.4. LEMMA. Let W be the space of lattices of some fixed Euclidean
space. For any relati¨ ely compact subset M ; W, there are positi¨ e constants
d and d such that in any lattice M, there is a basis consisting of elements of1 2
norm less than d and greater than d .1 2
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Proof. It is easily deduced from Mahler's compactness criterion and the
previous lemma.
w x3.1.5. PROPOSITION 10, Lemma 5.2 . Let Z be a simply connected
nilpotent Lie group and Z its Lie algebra. Then there exists an integer b such
that if G is a subgroup of Z and ln G is the subring in Z generated by ln G,
 .then b ln G ; ln G. Furthermore b depends only on the length of the lower
central series.
 .03.1.6. Let G be an algebraic R-group, G s G R , and g the Lie algebra
of G. We choose a Euclidean metric r on g and a left invariant metricg
 .r on G R corresponding r . Denote by X the set of all discreteG g
unipotent subgroups of G. Since in an algebraic R-group, any two maximal
unipotent R-groups are conjugate to each other, there exists an integer
N g N such that for any subgroup F g X, the length of the lower central
series of F is at most N. Therefore there exists an integer b g N such that
 .  .if F g X, then b ln F ; ln F. We denote b ln F by D . We introduce inF
the following topology on the space of quasi-lattices V in that a subset
B ; V is open if, for any F g B, there exists some e ) 0 such that any
 .quasi-lattice of the form T F belongs to B for each linear transforma-
5 5tion T with T y Id O e . Let f : X ª V be the mapping defined by
 .f F s D .F
w x  .LEMMA 10, Lemma 5.7 . For any subset L ; X for which f L is
relati¨ ely compact in V, there are constants e ) 0 and c such that if F g L,
then
 .  .1 r e, x ) e for all non-tri¨ ial x g F;G
 .  .2 there exists x , . . . , x g F such that r e, x - c for any i and any1 k G i
algebraic subgroup of G containing x , . . . , x also contains the Zariski closure1 k
of F in G.
3.2. Adjoint Action
3.2.1. Let G be a connected adjoint semisimple algebraic R-group with
no R-anisotropic factors and U , U a pair of opposite horospherical1 2
 .  . w x  .0R-subgroups. Set L s N U l N U , H s L, L , and H s H R as well1 2
 .0  .  .as G s G R . As before set U s Lie U and denote by Ad : L ª GL Ui i i i
 .the restriction of the adjoint representation of N U . We recall that Ad isi i
faithful.
We mention that this section has no content if H is trivial.
 .3.2.2. Denote by V the space of lattices in the Euclidean space U R .i i
 .The group H acts through Ad on U R and hence on V . The notationi i i
  . 4H. J denotes the orbit Ad h J g V N h g H of J under H for a latticei i i i i
 .J in U R . We also diagonalize the action of H on V described above toi i i
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 .  .  .the space V = V of pairs of lattices in U R and U R by h J , J s1 2 1 2 1 2
  .  . .Ad h J , Ad h J . the image of H under this action is the subgroup1 1 2 2
  .  ..   ..   .. 4Ad h , Ad h g SL U R = SL U R N h g H and will be denoted1 2 1 2
 .  .  .by d H . The notation d H . J , J denotes the H-orbit of the pair1 2
 .J , J via this action.1 2
 .3.2.3. Let F be a lattice in U R and D be as in Subsection 3.1.6 fori i Fi
  . 4i s 1, 2. Denote by L the stabilizer g g H N Ad g D s D of D andF i F F Fi i i i
  .  . 4by L the stabilizer g g H N Ad g D s D , Ad g D s D ofF , F 1 F F 2 F F1 2 1 1 2 2
 .D , D .F F1 2
The following lemma then immediately follows from the definition of
D and Lemma 1.5.3.Fi
 .  .y1LEMMA. 1 D s Ad h D for any h g H and any lattice F inh F h i F ii i
 .U R .i
 .  y1 42 L s g g H N gF g s F .F i ii
 .  y1 y1 43 L s g g H N gF g s F , gF g s F .F , F 1 1 2 21 2
3.2.4. We choose a Euclidean metric r on the Lie algebra g of G and ag
left invariant metric r on G corresponding to this metric. We define aG
topology on V and V = V in the following way: a sequence of latticesi 1 2
 4D g V N k s 1, 2, . . . converges to a lattice D if and only if there isk i
 .e ) 0 such that r 0, x ) e for all nonzero x g D and for all k andg k
there exist bases in the lattices D which converge to some basis in D. It isk
not difficult to see that this topology coincides with the topology defined in
Subsection 3.1.6.
 .We note that not every lattice in the Euclidean space U R is of thei
 .form D for a lattice F in U R unless U is commutative. In fact anyF i i ii
 .Z-linear span of n-linearly independent vectors forms a lattice in U Ri
 .  .where n s dim U ; while a lattice in U R should satisfy certain relationsi i
 .from the group structure of U since by definition a lattice in U R is ai i
subgroup. On the other hand, the following lemma says that any lattice in
 .H .D is of the form D for some lattice E in U R .F E i ii i
For a subset M of the space of lattices, we denote by M the closure
of M.
 .LEMMA. For any lattice J g H .D , there exists a lattice E in U R suchi F i ii
that D s J and the determinant of J is equal to the determinant of D .E i i Fi i
 .Proof. Let x g H be a sequence such that Ad x D converges ton i n Fi
  . 4J . Since Ad x D N n g N is relatively compact, by Lemma 3.1.6, therei i n Fi y1  4is a neighborhood W of e such that W l x F x s e for each n g N.n i n
 .By Chabauty's theorem see Theorem 2.1.7 , there exists a discrete sub-
 . y1group E in U R to which a subsequence of x F x converges. Since Hi i n i n
 . y1is a semisimple group, the volume of U R rx F x coincides with thei n i n
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 . volume of U R rF for all n. It follows from Chabauty's theorem Theo-i i
.  .  .rem 2.1.7 that E is a lattice in U R . Since a subsequence of Ad x Di i i n Fi
converges to D , D s J , proving the lemma.E E ii i
3.2.5. PROPOSITION. Suppose that G is discrete. Then for any pairF , F1 2
 .D , D lying in d H . D , D , the subgroup G is discrete. .  .E E F F E , E1 2 1 2 1 2
 . .Proof. Consider a sequence x g H such that Ad x D , D con-i i F F1 2
 .   .  . 4verges to D , D . Since the set Ad x D , Ad x D , D , D N i G 1E E 1 i F 2 i F E E1 2 1 2 1 2
is relatively compact in the space of lattices, there exist d ) 0 and d ) 01 2
such that for any lattice in this set, there exists a basis consisting of
elements of norm less than d and greater than d by Lemma 3.1.4. Let dX1 2 1
X X  . X  .and d be such that d F r e, x F d implies that d F r 0, ln x F d2 2 G 1 2 g 1
 X  . X 4for all x g U j U . Set K s g g G N d F r e, g F d . For each x g1 2 2 G 1 i
H, the set x G xy1 l K generates the subgroup x G xy1. Sincei F , F i i F , F i1 2 1 2
G and hence x G xy1 are Zariski dense and hence have propertyF , F i F , F i1 2 1 2
 .P , and K is compact, there exists a neighborhood V of e such that
y1  4V l x G x s e for each x by Theorem 2.1.8. Theorem 2.1.7 impliesi F , F i i1 2
that the limiting subgroup G of the sequence x G xy1 is discrete.E , E i F , F i1 2 1 2
3.2.6. We will need the following lemma for the proof of Proposition
3.2.7.
 w x.LEMMA e.g., 10, Lemma 1.6.1 . There is an e-neighborhood V of the
 y1 y1.identity e in G such that for any x, y g V, we ha¨e r e, xyx y -G
1   .  ..min r e, x , r e, y .G G2
3.2.7. PROPOSITION. Suppose that G is discrete. Then for a sequenceF , F1 2
  . 4x g H, the set M s Ad x D g H.D N i G 1 is relati¨ ely compact ifi 1 1 i F F1 1
  . 4and only if the set M s Ad x D g H.D N i G 1 is relati¨ ely compact.2 2 i F F2 2
Proof. Suppose that M is relatively compact and M is not. Choose a1 2
positive e and V as in Lemma 3.2.6. Since the set M is relatively compact,1
 .by Lemma 3.1.3, there exists a d ) 0 such that for any lattice Ad x F in1 i 1
 .M , there exists a basis B such that r e, exp x - d for all x g B . Let1 i G i
B be the union of all B 's. It is not difficult to see that we can findi
 .  y1 .  .  .g g C H such that r e, gug - e for all u g U R such that r e, uG 1 G
- d. By Mahler's criterion of compactness, there exists e ) 0 such that0
 .e - e and Ad g M does not contain any non-trivial element x such that0 1 1
 .  .r e, exp x - e . Since Ad g M is not relatively compact and theG 0 2 2
 .determinants of the lattices in Ad g M are equal, there exists some2 2
 .  .j g N such that Ad g Ad x D contains a non-trivial element y with2 2 j F2 Ä . r e, exp y F e . Set n s x . Set U s x g U N ln x g B lG 0 j 1
Ä y1 y1 y1 .  . 4  4 Ad g Ad n D . With U s gUg , U s exp y and U s sts t N2 2 F y1 0 i1
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4  .s g U , t g U , sup r e, u s d tends to 0 as i goes to `, as Ui iy1 ugU G i y1i
and U lie in V. On the other hand, both U and U belong to the0 0 y1
discrete subgroup gnG ny1 gy1 and hence U ; gnG ny1 gy1 for allF , F i F , F1 2 1 2
i P 0. Thus there exists k ) 0 such that U is not trivial and U is trivial.k kq1
 .Let z be a nontrivial element of U . Then r e, z F e and z belongs tok G 0
 .C U . Since the centralizer of any subset is algebraic, the elements ofy1
y1 y1  .gnU n g commute with z since U is the Zariski closure of exp B .1 1
y1 y1  .  . Therefore, n g zgn g C U l G . Since C U ; U see the proof1 F , F 1 11 2
.  .  .of Lemma 1.5.4 , C U l G s F . But r e, z - e , contradicting1 F , F 1 G 01 2
 .that the e -neighborhood intersects Ad g M trivially. This proves the0 1
proposition.
 .In fact, we have proved that if the sequence Ad x D converges, then1 i F1
 .we can find a convergent subsequence of Ad x D . The following is an2 i F2
immediate corollary of Propositions 3.2.5 and 3.2.7.
3.2.8. PROPOSITION. If G is discrete, then for any lattice D inF , F E1 2 1
 .  .H .D , there exists a lattice E in U R such that D , D lies inF 2 2 E E1 1 2
d H . D , D and the subgroup G is discrete. .  .F F E , E1 2 1 2
3.3. Ratner's Theorem and Orbit Closures
3.3.1. Let G be a connected Lie group and G a lattice in G. Consider the
natural action of G by left translation on the homogeneous space GrG.
 4For x g GrG, G s g g G N g. x s x is the stabilizer of x. M. Ratnerx
proved the following theorem which was known as Raghunathan's
conjecture.
 w x.THEOREM Ratner 19 . Let H be a connected closed subgroup of G
generated by unipotent one-parameter subgroups in it. Then for x g GrG,
there exists a connected and closed subgroup L of G containing H such that H . x
coincides with L. x and L l G is a lattice in L.x
 w x.3.3.2. THEOREM see 16, Theorem 1.13 . Let G and G be as abo¨e and
H be a closed subgroup of G. Then if H l G is a lattice for some x g GrG,x
then H. x is closed.
w x  .3.3.3. PROPOSITION 20, Proposition 3.2 . Let G ; SL C be an alge-n
0  .braic Q-group, G s G , G s G l SL Z , and H be a subgroup generatedR n
by algebraic unipotent one-parameter subgroups of G contained in H. Suppose
that H .Gs M.G for a connected Lie subgroup M of G. Let M be the smallest
algebraic Q-subgroup containing M. Then the radical of M is a unipotent
0  .algebraic Q-subgroup and M s M . Furthermore, if M s SU, U s R M isR u
 .0  .0an R-Le¨i-decomposition of M, then M s S R U R .
In particular, we note that the Levi component of M is semisimple in the
above proposition since the radical of M is unipotent.
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3.3.4. PROPOSITION. With the same notation as the abo¨e proposition,
 .  .0  .there exists an element u g U R such that the orbit S R . uG is closed.
 .Proof. Since M is defined over Q, there exists u g U R such that
y1 y1 . 0uSu is defined over Q. It follows that u S R u.G is closed. Therefore
0 .  .its left-translation by u, S R . uG , is closed.
3.4. Closedness of Some Orbits and Q-Structures
3.4.1. We keep the notation for G, L, G, and H from Section 3.2.1. In
addition, we assume that the R-rank of G is at least 2 and H is non-com-
pact. We fix a non-trivial semisimple normal R-subgroup H9 of H without
 .0any R-anisotropic factors and set H9 s H9 R . Then H9 is generated by
unipotent one-parameter subgroups by Lemma 2.3.1.
 .  .In this section, we fix lattices F and F in U R and U R , respec-1 2 1 2
 .tively. Let V denote the space of lattices in U R of the same determi-i i
  ..nant as D for each i s 1, 2. Since SL U R acts transitively on V , VF i i ii
 .  .can be identified with the homogeneous space SL R rSL Z , through thel l
l   ..isomorphism of U with the Euclidean space R where l s dim U R .i i
X   X.  ..3.4.2. PROPOSITION. The orbit H .D resp. d H . D , D is closed ifF F Fi 1 2X  .and only if L l H resp. L l H9 is a Zariski dense arithmeticF F , Fi 1 2
subgroup of H.
Proof. Suppose that H X.D is closed. Choose a representative of D inF Fi i
 .  .  .  X.  . y1SL R rSL Z , say g SL Z so that Ad L l H ; g SL Z g . Byl l i l i F i l ii
Ratner's theorem, L is a lattice in H X. Since H X has no compact factorsFi y1 by the assumption, it follows from Borel density theorem that g Ad Li i Fi
X .  . y1  .lH g ; SL Q is Zariski dense in g Ad H9 g . Therefore by Proposi-i i i i
y1  .  .tion 1.2.7, g Ad H9 g is a Q-subgroup of SL C , providing a Q-form ofi i i n
X X . X  X.  .H such that H Z is commensurable to L l H . If d H . D , D isF F Fi 1 2
 .closed and D s g SL Z for i s 1, 2, by the same argument as above,F i li
 y1 y1.  .  .. X4 .  .g , g Ad h , Ad h N h g H g , g is a Q-subgroup of SL C =1 2 1 2 1 2 l
 .  X. X X .SL C , providing a Q-form of d H and hence of H such that H Z isl
 .commensurable to L l H9 . The converse is a direct consequence ofF , F1 2
Theorem 2.1.2 and Theorem 3.3.2.
 .3.4.3. COROLLARY. Let F and E be commensurable lattices in U R .i i i
Then H X.D is closed if and only if H X.D is closed.F Ei i
Proof. If F and E are commensurable, then L and L are com-i i F Ei i
mensurable. Therefore L l H X is a lattice in H X if and only if L l H9F Ei iXis a lattice in H . The corollary now follows from Theorem 3.4.2.
3.4.4. PROPOSITION. Assume that for any infinite proper normal R-sub-
 .group G9 of G, F l G9 R is finite and that G is discrete. Theni F , F1 2
 X.  .d H . D , D is closed for some non-tri¨ ial semisimple normal R-subgroupF F1 2
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H X of H without any compact factors if and only if G is an arithmeticF , F1 2
 .subgroup also, irreducible lattice of G.
 X.  .Proof. Suppose that d H . F , F is closed. Then the stabilizer L1 2 F , F1 2
l H X is a Zariski dense arithmetic subgroup in H X by Proposition 3.4.2.
Let N be the normalizer of G l H X. Then N contains L l H9 byF , F F , F1 2 1 2
Lemma 3.2.3. By Corollary 2.4.5, there exists a Q-form of G such that
 .G is commensurable to G Z . Since G is Q-simple by the assumptionF , F1 2
 .on F Lemma 2.4.4 , it follows that G is an irreducible lattice.i F , F1 2
Suppose that G is an arithmetic subgroup of G, that is, there exists aF , F1 2
 .Q-form of G such that G is commensurable to G Z . It follows that UF , F 11 2
 .and U are defined over Q and F is commensurable to U Z for each2 i i
i s 1, 2. Therefore H X is also defined over Q and L l H X is commen-F , F1 2X X .  .  .surable to H Z . By Theorem 3.4.2, d H . F , F is closed.1 2
3.4.5. COROLLARY. Suppose that G is a Q-simple group with respect to
 .  . y1which U and U are Q-subgroups and that E s U Z and E s zU Z z1 2 1 1 2 2
 .  X.  .for some z g C H9 . If G is discrete, the orbit d H . D , D isE , E E E1 2 1 2
closed.
 X. X Xy1Proof. Since z g C H , L l H s L l H . OnU Z., U Z. U Z., zU Z. z1 2 1 2X .the other hand, L l H9 is commensurable to H Z . By Proposi-U Z., U Z.1 2
 .  .tion 3.4.2, the orbit d H9 . D , D is closed.E E1 2
X  .3.4.6. Since H is a normal subgroup of finite index in H9 R , the
following is another corollary of Theorem 3.3.2 and Proposition 3.4.2.
 . X . XLEMMA. 1 H R .D is closed if and only if H .D is closed.F Fi i
 .  .  .  .  X.  .2 d H9 R . D , D is closed if and only if d H . D , D isF F F F1 2 1 2
closed.
3.4.7. PROPOSITION. Suppose that G is discrete and that H X.D andF , F F1 2 1
X XH .D are closed. If d H R . D , D contains a closed orbit . .  .F F F2 1 2
 X .  .d H . D , D and G is an irreducible lattice in G, thenE E E , E1 2 1 2
 X.  .d H . D , D is closed.F F1 2
X  . X  X .  .Proof. Let H R s D g H and d H . D , Dis 1, . . . , n i E E1 2X X .  .; d H R . D , D be a closed orbit. Then d H . D , D ; . .  .F F E E1 2 1 2
 X .   .  . . Xd H . Ad g D , Ad g D for some 1 O k O n. Let D s1 k F 2 k F E1 2 i
 y1 . X X .Ad g D for each i s 1, 2. Since H is a normal subgroup of H R ,i k Ei X X X X y1 .  .  .we have that d H . D , D ; d H . D , D . Since g G g s .  .E E F F k E , E k1 2 1 2 1 2
G X X , the subgroup G X X is an irreducible lattice in G.E , E E , E1 2 1 2 X . XTherefore we may replace H R by H in the statement of the proposi-
tion. By Ratner's theorem, there exists a connected closed subgroup M X of
X X  ..   ..   ..SL U R = SL U R containing d Ad H such that d H . D , D .  .1 2 F F1 2X  . X Xis M . D , D . Since H .D and H .D are closed by the assumption,F F F F1 2 1 2
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X X X  X.  .M ; H = H . Assume that d H . D , D is not closed. We claim thatF F1 2
 X.  . X  .d H . D , D is open in M . D , D . It is enough to show that for aE E E E1 2 1 2
  .  . . X  .sequence Ad x D , Ad y D , i G 1 in M . D , D converging to1 i E 2 i E E E1 2 1 2
 .   .  . .D , D , there exists n g N such that Ad x D , Ad y D gE E i E i E1 2 1 2
 X.  .d H . D , D for all i ) n. Denote by G the subgroup generated byE E i1 2y1 y1 X  . X  .x E x and y E y . Since M . D , D lies inside M . D , D , eachi 1 i i 2 i E E F F1 2 1 2
G is discrete by Proposition 3.2.5 and the sequence of G 's converges toi i
G . Therefore there exists a neighborhood V of the identity e such thatE , E1 2
 4  .V l G s e see the proof of Proposition 3.2.5 . It is well known that ani
irreducible lattice in a semisimple Lie group with real rank at least 2 is
 w x.finitely presentable and locally rigid for example, see 11 . Let
 .h , h , . . . , h be generators of G with relations w h , h , . . . , h s e,1 2 s E , E j 1 2 s1 2
j s 1, 2, . . . , t. We may assume the generators lie in the set E j E .1 2
Denote by h g x E xy1 j y E yy1 the element in G such thati k i 1 i i 2 i i
x h xy1 ª h if h g E , and y h yy1 ª h if h g E as i ª `, fori i k i k k 1 i i k i k k 2
each i P 1 and k s 1, 2, . . . , s. Since the number of generators is finite, we
 .  4can find a sufficiently large n such that w h , h , . . . , h g V l G s ej i1 i2 i s i
for each j s 1, 2, . . . , t, and i ) n. Thus we can define a homomorphism
r : G ª G which carries h to h for each k s 1, 2, . . . , s and for alli E , E i k ik1 2
 4i ) n. Note that the sequence r N i ) n tends to the identity map id ofi
G in the limit. It follows from the local rigidity of G that there isE , E E , E1 2 1 2
n ) n such that r is an inner automorphism for each i ) n . Now if0 i 0
 .  .  . y1  .r s int g for g g G, g g N U l N U s L, since g E g ; U Ri i i i 1 2 i 1 i 1
y1  .and g E g ; U R .i 2 i 2
 .  .  .  .  .Therefore Ad g s Ad x and Ad g s Ad y , and hence x , y gi 1 i i 2 i i i
 X X.   ..  X.  X . H = H l d L R s d H for all i ) n . It follows that d H . D ,0 E1
.  X.  .D is open. On the other hand d H . D , D is also closed by theE E E2 1 2
 X. X  X. Xassumption. Since both d H and M are connected, d H s M . This
X .  .contradiction establishes the closedness of the orbit d H . D , D .F F1 2
 .3.4.8. PROPOSITION. There exists a lattice E in U R such that D gi i Ei
  .. XSL U R .D and the orbit H .D is closed.i F Ei i
Proof. By Proposition 1.4.2, there exists a Q-form of G such that every
 .  .parabolic R-subgroup is defined over Q. Therefore N U and N U are1 2
defined over Q. We may assume that the determinant of D is the sameU Z.i
as D by modifying the Q-form by the inner automorphism by an elementFi
 .of L. It is now enough to set E s U Z to conclude the proof sincei i
X X .H l H Z is a lattice in H .
3.4.9. LEMMA. Let H be an algebraic group, H s L h N, L a Zariski
dense arithmetic subgroup of L, and F a Zariski dense arithmetic subgroup of
N which normalizes L. Then L h F is a Zariski dense arithmetic subgroup
of H.
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Proof. Consider the Q-forms of L and N such that L and F are
 .  .commensurable to L Z and N Z , respectively. Since L normalizes F,
 .  .L Q normalizes N Q and hence they define a Q-form of H. The lemma
 .  .now follows from the well-known fact that L Z N Z is of finite index
 .in H Z .
3.4.10. PROPOSITION. Suppose that G is absolutely simple, that U is either1
commutati¨ e or Heisenberg and that H has no compact factors, i.e., H s H X.
Then the orbit H.D is closed if and only if there exists a Q-form of G withFi
 .  .respect to which U and N U l N U are defined o¨er Q and F isi 1 2 i
 .commensurable to U Z .i
Proof. Suppose that the orbit H.D is closed. By Proposition 3.4.2,Fi
 .there exists a Q-form of H such that L is commensurable to H Z . SinceFi
F is a Zariski dense arithmetic subgroup of U and L normalizes F , wei i F iiw  .  .xobtain a Q-form on HU . Since HU s N U , N U , it follows fromi i i i
Proposition 1.5.3 that there exists a Q-form of G which we are looking
 .  .for, proving the claim since in the proof we see N U l N U is defined1 2
over Q.
Let G have a Q-form with respect to which U and H are defined overi
 .  .Q. If F is commensurable to U Z , then L is commensurable to H Z .i i Fi
It follows from Proposition 3.4.2 that H.D is closed.Fi
3.4.11. LEMMA. Let G be a semisimple Q-group such that U and1
 .  .N U l N U are defined o¨er Q. Then U is also defined o¨er Q.1 2 2
Proof. The map P9 ª P9 l P is a bijection between the set of oppo-
site parabolic subgroups to a parabolic subgroup P and the Levi subgroups
w xof P 5, 4.8 . It follows that an opposite parabolic subgroup P9 to P is
 .defined over Q if P and P l P9 are defined over Q. Therefore N U is2
defined over Q; hence so is U .2
3.4.12. We close this section by presenting specific lattices F such thati
the orbit H X.D is closed, which will be also used in the proof of the mainFi
theorem.
 .  .Let G s SL C with the R-form defined by G s SL D , k P 2,2 kq1. kq1 R
D is a Hamiltonian quaternion algebra over R,R
1 M D1=k RU R s , .1  /0 Ik
1 0
U R s .2 M D I /k=1 R k
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and
SL D 0 .1 RH s . /0 SL D .k R
Then
1 0XH s .0 SL D / .k R
 . XLet F be a lattice in U R . We will show that if the orbit H .D is1 1 F1
closed, then there exists a central simple division algebra D over Q and1
I a M D Z .1= k 1 .D is isomorphic to D over R such that F s for some1 R 1 0 I
a g R and up to conjugation by an element in H9.
That the orbit H X.D is closed implies that there exists a Q-form of HXF1 X  .such that the representation Ad restricted to H to SL C given by1 4 k
 .A ª A, A is Q-rational. By Proposition 1.4.10, the Q-form of H9 is up to
X .  . .conjugation such that H Q s SL D Q for some D described above.k 1 1
X .  . .Without loss of generality, we may assume that H Q s SL D Q . Thisk 1
 .Q-form of H9 obviously extends to a Q-form of H such that H Q s
I M D Z .1= k 1 . .  . .  .  .SL D Q = SL D Q . Now set E s . Then H Z pre-1 1 k 1 1 0 I
serves E by conjugation. Now the claim that E s F up to a constant1 1 1
multiple and commensurability follows from the fact that any two irre-
ducible Q-rational representations which are isomorphic over C are iso-
morphic over Q.
4. THE PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
For the entire Section 4, we assume that G is an adjoint absolutely
simple algebraic R-group with real rank at least 2 and U , U is a pair of1 2
 .0opposite horospherical R-subgroups. We recall the notation G s G R ,
 .  . w x  .0L s N U l N U , H s L, L , and H s H R from Subsection 3.2.11 2
 .and the terminology Property A from Subsection 1.1.16.
4.1. Commutati¨ e Horospherical Subgroup Cases
We are now ready to give the proof of the main theorem for commuta-
tive horospherical subgroup cases. A main feature in this case is the fact
 .   ..that Ad H is a maximal connected closed subgroup of SL U R ; hencei i
by Ratner's theorem H.D is either closed or dense in V . Moreover,F ii
 .unless G is of type A , d H is a maximal connected closed subgroup ofn
 .  .  .  .Ad H = Ad H ; hence d H . D , D is either closed or dense in1 2 F F1 2
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 .H.D = H.D . This feature facilitates finding a closed d H -orbit lying inF F1 2
d H . D , D , which is enough to prove the main theorem by Proposi- .  .F F1 2
tions 3.4.4 and 3.4.7.
4.1.1. Remark. The case when H does have compact factors occurs
only when the R-type of G is 1A , n s 2k q 1, and U is conjugate to then 1
minimal parabolic subgroup V where Q is either D y a or D y a .Q 1 n
4.1.2. PROPOSITION. Let U , U be a pair of commutati¨ e horospherical1 2
 .  .R-subgroups of G and F and F be lattices in U R and U R respecti¨ ely.1 2 1 2
Let H9 be the maximal semisimple normal R-subgroup of H without any
X X .0  .R-anisotropic factors and H s H R . Then there exists a lattice E in U Ri i
X X Xsuch that H .D g H .D and H .D is closed for each i s 1, 2.E F Ei i i
X  .Proof. Suppose that H s H. Since Ad H is a maximal connectedi
  ..  .closed subgroup of SL U R see Proposition 1.3.6 it follows fromi
  ..Ratner's theorem that H .D is either H.D or SL U R .D . It thenF F i F1 1 1
follows from Proposition 3.4.8 that H .D contains a closed orbit H.D forF Ei i
 .some lattice E in U R .i i
According to the previous remark, it remains to consider when the
R-form of G is of type 1A , and H and H9 are of types 1A =1A2 kq1 1 2 ky1
and 1A respectively. Without loss of generality, we may realize G as2 ky1
 .follows: G s SL D , D is a Hamiltonian quarternion division alge-kq1 R R
 .  . X  .bra over R, H s SL D = SL D , and H s SL D . By Theorem1 R k R k R
  ..3.3.1, there exists a connected closed subgroup M9 of SL U R contain-1
X X X .ing Ad H9 such that H .D s M .D . Denote by S a Levi subgroup of1 F F1 1X  X. XM which contains Ad H . By Proposition 3.3.3, S is a semisimple1
 X. X  .subgroup, and for some u g R M , S . uD is closed. We claim thatu F1X  .  X.  .H . uD is closed. Note that Ad H s I m SL C and since Ad isF 1 2 2 k 11
 X.  . y1rational over R, Ad H ; xSL R x where x is a basis transformation1 4 k
 . k 4 k  . y1of U R s D to R . Let g g xSL R x be a representative of the1 R 4 k
 . y1  . y1lattice uD in the space xSL R x rxSL Z x . We consider theF 4 k 4 k1
 .  .Q-form of SL U s SL C given by this choice of this lattice uD in1 4 k F1
 .U . Denote by M9 the smallest Q-subgroup of SL C containing M9 and1 4 k
X X X X .0by S the smallest Q-subgroup containing S . Then M s M R and
X X .0  .S s S R . Denote by r the block diagonal embedding of S s SL C1 1 2 k
 .  .= SL C into SL C . Also denote by r the tensor product representa-2 k 4 k 2
 .  . Xtion of S s SL C = SL C . By Proposition 1.3.9, we have that S is2 2 2 k
 .  . X  .either r S or r S . That S s r S would imply that there exists a1 1 2 2 i i
  .0 X.Q-form of S , compatible with the R-form of S i.e., S R s S such thati i i
  ..  . y1r becomes Q-rational in such a way that r S Q ; gSL Q g . Wei i i 4 k
first observe that this condition on compatibility with the R-form cannot
be satisfied by any Q-form of S . By Proposition 1.4.9, the Q-forms of S1 1
 .with respect to which r is rational over Q are such that S Q is1 1
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 .  .conjugate to the subgroup SL Q = SL Q or to the subgroup2 k 2 k
 .  .R SL k where k is a quadractic extension of Q. Since Ad H9 mustk r Q n 1
X  X.  . <  .4be an R-subgroup of S , it follows that Ad H s A, A A g SL D1 k R
 . <  .4  .must be conjugate to A, A A g SL R or R SL R by an2 k C r R 2 k
element in S , which cannot be true.1
Now, for the Q-forms of S , which makes r be Q-rational, it follows2 2
y1  ..from Proposition 1.4.10 that r Ad H9 is also defined over Q. It2 1
Xfollows also that H .uD is closed.F1
4.1.3. LEMMA. Let U , U , F , F , HX, and H X be the same as in1 2 1 2
 .Proposition 4.1.2. Assume that G is discrete. Then there exists D , DF , F E E1 2 1 2
X X Xinside d H . D , D such that H .D and H .D are closed. .  .F F E E1 2 1 2
XProof. By the previous proposition, H .D contains a closed orbitF1X  .H .D for some lattice E in U R . By Proposition 3.2.8, there exists aE 1 11
 .  .lattice E in U R such that D , D g d H . D , D . By the re- .  .2 2 E E F F1 2 1 2
 .mark preceding Proposition 3.2.8, in fact D , D g d H9 . D , D . .  .E E F F1 2 1 2X X  . XIf H .D is not closed, then let E be a lattice in U R such that DE 2 2 E2 2
X X X  .Xg H .D and H .D is closed. Again we get a lattice E in U R suchE E 1 12 2
X X X .X X Xthat D g H .D such that D , D g d H . D , D . Since H .D .  .E E E E E E E1 1 1 2 1 2 1X
Xis closed, so is H .D , proving the lemma.E1
4.1.4. THEOREM. Let U , U be a pair of commutati¨ e horospherical1 2
 .R-subgroups of G. Assume that if rank G s 2, then G is not of type E .R 6
 .  .Then the triple G, U , U has property A .1 2
 .  .Proof. Let F , F be arbitrary lattices in U R and U R respectively.1 2 1 2
To prove that G is arithmetic subgroup, it is enough to find a closedF , F1 2
 .  .orbit d H9 . D , D lying in d H9 . D , D by Propositions 3.4.4 and .  .E E F F1 2 1 2
 .3.4.7. By the previous lemma, there exists D , D g d H9 . D , D .  .E E F F1 2 1 2
such that H X.D and H X.D are closed.E E1 2
Case 1: U Is Reflexive. In this case, we always have that H9 s H.1
Since H.D is closed, by Proposition 3.4.10 there exists a Q-form of GE1
with respect to which U and H are defined over Q and E is commensu-1 1
 .rable to U Z . Since U is also defined over Q by Lemma 3.4.11, there1 2
 .  . y1  .exists w g G Q such that wU Q w s U Q by Lemma 1.2.2. By1 2
 y1 . y1Lemma 2.3.3, we may assume that E s x wE w x for some x g2 1
 . .  .  . .L R . Write x s yz for y g H R and z g Z L R . Suppose that
 .  .d H . D , D is not closed, and denote by M a connected closedE E1 2
 .  .  .subgroup of Ad H = Ad H such that d H ; M and1 2
 .  .d H . D , D s M. D , D Theorem 3.3.1 . .  .E E E E1 2 1 2
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 .  .  .Subcase i : M s Ad H = Ad H . In that case, it is clear that1 2
 .  .d H R . D , D is H R .D = H R .D . Therefore we have found a . .  .E E E E1 2 1 2
 .  .y1closed orbit d H . D , D lying inside d H R . D , D up . .  .U Z. zU Z. z E E1 2 1 2
 .  .to commensurability. It follows from Proposition 3.4.5 that d H . D , DE E1 2
is closed
 .  .  .Subcase ii : M Is a Proper Subgroup of Ad H = Ad H . If the1 2
 .absolute type of G is not A , then H is a simple group and hence d H isn
 .  .a maximal closed connected subgroup of Ad H = Ad H . Therefore1 2
 .  .the case when M is a proper subgroup of Ad H = Ad H can happen1 2
only when G has type A .n
Let us now suppose that G has type A . From Fig. 1.3.2., H is then
 .product of two absolutely simple R-groups, say, N = N . Also Ad H s1 2 1
 .N m N and Ad H s N m N . There are only two proper connected1 2 2 2 1
 .  .  .closed subgroups of Ad H = Ad H which properly contain d H :1 2
  .  .. <  .0  .04M s Ad A, B , Ad C, B A, C g N R , B g N R and M s1 1 2 1 2 2
  .  .. <  .0  .04Ad A, B , Ad A, D A g N R , B, D g N R . Assume that M1 2 1 2
 .  .  .s M . If y g H R is a , a where a g N R for each i s 1, 2, then1 1 2 i i
  .  . .  .  .D , Ad a Ad z D g M . D , D . Recall that E s U Z andU Z. 2 2 2 U Z. 1 E E 1 11 2 1 2Y  .  . .y1denote by E the lattice a z U Z a z . We claim that the M -orbit of2 2 2 2 2
 .   .  .. <YD , D is closed. Observe that the subgroup Ad A, B , Ad A, DE E 1 21 2
 .  . 4   .Y YAd A, B D s D , Ad A, D D s D is equal to Ad A, B ,1 E E 2 E E 11 1 2 2
 y1 .. <  .  .  .  .4Ad A, a Da A, B g H Z , A, D g H Z . Since this group, which2 2 2
 .Yis the intersection of the stabilizer of D , D and M , is a lattice in M ,E E 2 21 2
 .  .Yit follows that the M -orbit of D , D is closed. Since M l M s d H2 E E 1 21 2
 .  .  .  .Y Y Yand M . D , D and M . D , D are closed, d H . D , D is closed.1 E E 2 E E E E1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .YIt follows that d H . D , D is closed since d H . D , D ;E E E E1 2 1 2
 .M. D , D . The case when M s M can be dealt with in the same way.E E 21 2
This establishes the proof of the theorem when U is not reflexive.1
Case 2: U Is Not Reflexive and H s H X. First we observe that the1
only Q-forms having a nonreflexive conjugacy class of a commutative
horospherical Q-subgroup are the following: 1A with Q-rank G 2, Dn 2 mq1
1 28 1 0 w xwith Q-rank 2m q 1, E , and E 21 . Since H.D and H.D are6, 2 6, 6 E E1 2
Äclosed, there are Q-forms G and G of G such that E and E are1 2
Ä .  .commensurable to U l G Z and U l G Z respectively. Suppose that1 2
Äthe Q-rank of G is less than or equal to that of G.
Ä .Subcase i : G and G Are Isomorphic over Q. Since U and U are1 2
defined over Q with respect to both of the Q-forms, we may assume that
y1Ä .  .  . .  . .G Q s xG Q x for some x g N U R l N U R . It follows that E1 2 2
y1  ..   .is commensurable to x U l G Z x . Let x s yz for z g Z N U l2 1
 .. ..  .  .y1N U R and y g H R . Then D , D g H.D = H.D while E2 E yE y E E 11 2 1 2
y1 y1 .   ..and yE y are commensurable to U l G Z and z U l G Z z re-2 1 2
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spectively. By the same argument as in the previous case, we can show that
 .  .d H . D , D is closed.E E1 2
Ä .Subcase ii : G and G Are Not Isomorphic over Q. By the uniqueness
of Q-split forms of G, G is not split over Q; hence the Q-form of G has
type either 1A or 1E28 .n 6, 2
There exist a maximal torus T containing a maximal Q-split torus S and
y .G and a basis D of F T , G such that U s V and U s V for some1 Dya 2 Dya
commutative root a g D. Since U is a Q-subgroup of G, by Proposition1
 .  .1.4.1, a is fixed by the )-action in the Tits index of G of Gal CrQ and
Xa f D , D the subset of D whose elements vanish on S. Set U s0 0 1
V and U X s Vy where i is the opposition involution on DDy a , ia .4 2 Dya , ia .4
 .  .see 2.3.4 . Since i commutes with the )-action of the Galois group, i a is
 . X Xalso fixed by the )-action and i a f D . It follows that U and U are0 1 2
Ä XQ-subgroups of G. In particular, U is a maximal horospherical Q-sub-1
1 28group of G when G is of type E .6, 2
ÄSince U is a Q-subgroup of G, it is enough to note the fact that i is1
invariant under an isomorphism between two Dynkin diagrams to see that
X X X XÄ  .  .U and U are also Q-subgroups of G. Therefore E s G Z l U R and1 2 1 1
X Ä X X X .  .  .  .E s G Z l U R are lattices in U R and U R respectively. Note that2 2 1 2
X  .for each k s 1, 2, E l U R s E up to commensurability.k k k
 .  . y  .  X.Set i U s V and i U s V . Then U l i U s Z U for1 Dyia . 2 Dyia . k k k
 .each k s 1, 2 see the following Lemma 4.1.5 . In particular, we have
 X.  X ..  X ..Z U ; U . Then Z U R l E is a lattice in Z U R for each k s 1, 2k k k k k
X Ä .since Z U is a Q-subgroup with respect to both Q-forms G and G.k
 X .Denote by G the algebraic R-subgroup of G generated by Z U and0 1
 X .  .0  X ..Z U , G s G R , and by G the subgroup generated by Z U R l E2 0 0 0 1 1
 X ..and Z U R l E . Note that G is discrete since G ; G .2 2 0 0 E , E1 2
By Proposition 2.5.4, G is an absolutely simple algebraic R-group and0
 X.  X .Z U and Z U are opposite commutative horospherical R-subgroups of1 2
  .4 XG . Since i obviously preserves the set a , i a , U is reflexive and it0 1
 X.follows that Z U is also reflexive.1
  X..We now claim that the commutator subgroup, say S9, of N Z U l1
  X ..N Z U l G has no R-anisotropic factors. Recall from Proposition 2.5.42 0
 X.  X .that S9 is a semisimple normal algebraic R-subgroup of N U l N U . If1 2
the absolute type of G is E , the R-form of G is split by the assumption6
that the R-form of G is not 1E28 , and hence so are the R-forms of G and6, 2 0
S9, proving the claim in that case. For reference the types of G and S9 are0
in this case D and D respectively. Now if the absolute type of G is A5 4 n
and hence H is H = H , where H and H are respectively of types A1 2 1 2 k
 .and A , k ) 1 from the assumption that G is not Q-split , then innyky1
that case G is of type A for some m - n and the type of S9 is H = H0 m j j
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where j s 1 if k - n y k y 1; otherwise, j s 2. The claim follows from
the assumption that H has no R-anisotropic factors.
It also follows that the R-rank of G is at least 2 since the R-rank of S90
is at least 2.
Therefore there exists a Q-form of G with respect to which G is0 0
 .  .commensurable to G Z by the previous result Case 1 on the case of0
reflexive horospherical subgroup cases. Note that G ; G and G l0 E , E E , E1 2 1 2
 .  .S9 R s S9 l G Z is a Zariski dense arithmetic subgroup of S9 since0
Ä .  .  .S9 R has no compact factors. Observe that G Q l S9 s G Q l S9 since
 .S9 l G Z ; G , up to commensurability. In a group G of type A , an0 E , E n1 2
inner Q-form of G is completely determined by a Q-form of S9 up to
ÄQ-isomorphism. In a group G of type E , it implies that both G and G are6
of type 1E28 with the same semisimple anisotropic kernel determined by6, 2
Ä .S9 l G Z . In conclusion, there exists a Q-isomorphism F: G ª G. By0
 .the same argument as that in Subcase i , we can prove that the orbit
 .  .d H . D , D is closed.E E1 2
Case 3: U Is Not Reflexive and H / H9. Without loss of generality,1
 .  .we may realize G as follows see Section 3.4.12 : G s SL C , k P 2,2 kq1.
 .G s SL D , D is a Hamiltonian quaternion division algebra over R,kq1 R R
 .  .  .H s SL D = SL D , and H9 s SL D . The closedness of the orbit1 R k R k R
H X.D implies that there exists a Q-form of H9 such that the representa-Ei
 .  .tion of H9 to SL C defined by A ª A, A is Q-rational. It follows that4 k
 .  . .the Q-form of H9 is up to conjugation such that H9 Q s SL D Q ,k i
where D is a central simple division algebra over Q and D is isomorphici i
 .  .to D over R. Assume that d H9 . D , D is not closed. Since H9 isR E E1 2
simple, then it follows that the orbit is dense in H X.D = H X.D . There-E E1 2
 .fore the pair D , D g d H9 . D , D where .  .F F E E1 2 1 2
1 M D Z . 1 01=k 1E s and E s .1 2 lM D Z I / . /0 I k=1 2 kk
Since the subgroup G is discrete, by Example 2.2.5, we have that up toE , E1 2
 .  .commensurability D Z s lD Z . Denote D9 s D . Therefore G is1 2 1 E , E1 2
 . .an arithmetic subgroup commensurable to SL D Z . By Propositionkq1
 .  .  .  .3.4.4, this proves that d H9 . D , D as well as that d H . D , D isE E E E1 2 1 2
closed.
4.1.5. We now give a proof of the lemma used in the proof of the above
theorem.
 .  X.LEMMA. U l i U s Z U for each k s 1, 2.k k k
 q w x.  q w  .x.Proof. It suffices to prove that F y D y a l F y D y i a s
 q w   .4x q q wb g F y D y a , i a N b q g f F for any g g F y D y
  .4x4a , i a . That the coefficient of b is nonzero with respect to each a and
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 .i a implies that the coefficient is 1 in each case by Lemma 1.3.1 and by
 .the assumption that a is a commutative root hence so is i a . Since the
 .highest root has the coefficient 1 with respect to each a and i a , b q g
q w   .4xcannot be a root for any g g F y D y a , i a , proving the inclusionR
 X.; . Suppose that U ; Z U and the coefficient of b with respect to a isb 1
zero. There exist simple roots a , . . . , a such that b q a q ??? qa gi i i i1 m 1 j
Fq for each j s 1, 2, . . . , m and b q a q ??? qa is the highestR i i1 mq w   .4xroot. Then for some j, a s a . Since a g F y D y a , i a andi j
 X.U ; Z U , we obtain a contradiction to the assumptionbqa q? ? ?qa 1i i1 jy1
 X.U ; Z U . Similarly we can show that the coefficient of b with respect tob 1
 .i a is nonzero. This proves the other inclusion relation.
w x4.1.6. Remark. We remark that in 14 , we proved the closedness of the
 .  .orbits H.D and H.D in a direct way, in the case of G R s SL R andF F n1 2
this method works for the R-split groups of classical types
4.2. Heisenberg Horospherical Subgroup Cases
4.2.1. In this section, let U and U be a pair of opposite Heisenberg1 2
horospherical R-subgroups. We recall the representations Ad : L ªi
 . X  .GL U from Subsection 1.1.14 and Ad : H ª SL V from Subsectioni i i
1.3.7. Denote by p the projection of U onto V .i i
The following lemma easily follows from Lemma 2.1.10.
 . X  .  .LEMMA. Let F be a lattice in U R and D s p D . Then D l Z Ui i F F F ii i iX  .and D are lattices in Z U and V , respecti¨ ely.F i ii
The group H acts through Ad and AdX on the space of lattices in Ui i i
and V , respectively. The notation H. J and H. J X denotes the orbitsi i i
 . . X  . X.Ad H J and Ad H J , respectively, under this action.i i i i
4.2.2. To prove the main theorem in this case, we investigate the
X  X.  .closures of the orbits H .D and d H . D , D as we did in Section 4.1.F F Fi 1 2
Unlike the case when U and U are commutative, we have various closed1 2
 .   ..subgroups between Ad H and SL U R . The key point of narrowing thei i
 .possibilities for the closures of those orbits will be that 1 we may assume
that the closures are the homogeneous spaces under semisimple subgroups
  ..of SL U R , after replacing D and D by suitable lattices inside thei F F1 2
 . X  .  .closures and 2 Ad H is a maximal connected closed resp. semisimplei
  ..  .subgroup of Sp V R if G is not of type A resp. if G is of type A .i n n
w x  .4.2.3. Since V , V s Z U , we have a skew-symmetric bilinear prod-i i i
 :  .  .   ..  : w xuct , : V R = V R ª Z U R defined by ¨ , w s ¨ , w . We seti i i
 .   .  :  : 4Sp V s g g SL V N g¨ , gw s ¨ , w for all ¨ , w g V .i i i
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 .  .   .LEMMA. Let F be a lattice in U R and F F s g g SL V Ni i i i
  .  .:  . X 4g ¨ , g w g D l Z U for all ¨ , w g D . Then the connected compo-F i Fi i
 .  .nent of identity in F F is Sp Vi i
Proof. In a Lie group, the connected components coincide with the
path-wise connected components. Denote by F0 the path-wise connected
 . 0component of the identity in F F and let g g F . Then there exists ai
0 w xcontinuous family g g F , t g 0, 1 , such that g s e and g s g. For anyt 0 1
X   .  .:  .  .¨ , w g D , g ¨ , g w g D l Z U . Since D l Z U is discrete, itF t t F i F ii i i
  .  .:  : w xfollows that g ¨ , g w s ¨ , w for all t g 0, 1 . In particular,t t
  .  .:  :  . Xit implies that g ¨ , g w s ¨ , w for all ¨ , w g Z U since D is ai Fi
 .lattice in V . Hence g g SP V .i i
 .4.2.4. Denote by P the parabolic subgroup of SL U which stabilizesi i
 . w x  .  .the line Z U . Then P , P is isomorphic to SL V W where W s R P .i i i i i i u i
X X X .   ..LEMMA. 1 H .D ; Sp V R .D .F i Fi i
X .   ..  .2 H .D ; Sp V R W R .D .F i i Fi i
Proof. By Ratner's theorem, there exists a connected closed subgroup
X X X X X X X  ..  .L ; SL V R containing Ad H such that H .D s L .D . Sincei i i F i Fi iX  X.   .. X  .Ad H ; Sp V R , it is not difficult to see that L ; F F and hencei i i i
 .  .  .1 follows from Lemma 4.2.3. Since D l Z U is a lattice in Z U , itF i ii
 .follows that P is defined over Q with respect to the Q-form of SL Ui i
 .  .given by D . Then 2 follows from 1 and Proposition 3.3.3.Fi
 .   .. X4.2.5. PROPOSITION. For any lattice E in U R , the orbit Sp V R .Di i i Ei
is closed.
Proof. Similarly to proof of Lemma 4.2.4, we can show that if
X XSp V R .D s M9.D for some connected closed subgroup M9 of . .i E E1 1
  ..   ..   ..SL V R , M9 ; Sp V R . Therefore M9 s Sp V R , proving that thei i i
orbit is closed.
  ..4.2.6. PROPOSITION. If Sp V R .D is closed, it contains a closed orbiti Fi
H X.D .Ei
Proof. By Proposition 1.4.2, there exists a Q-form of G such that U1
 .  . Xand U are defined over Q. Set E s U Z . Since L s H Z and L l H2 i i E Ei i
are lattices in H and H X, respectively, H.D and H X.D are closed. WeE Ei i
  ..will show that D is contained in Sp V R .D . It is enough to show thatE i Fi iX   .. X  . nD is contained in Sp V R .D . Fixing an isomorphism of V R to R ,E i F ii in   .. Xlet J be the standard lattice Z . Since Sp V R .D is closed, it followsi i FiX  . y1   ..that D is commensurable to gSp Z g for some g g Sp V R . ItF n ii
implies that DX is commensurable to gZn. For the same reason, DX isF Ei in   ..commensurable to hZ for some h g Sp V R , proving the claim.i
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4.2.7. If we assume that the real rank of G is at least 3, then the cases
when H has compact factors occur only when G is of type D , n P 4.nq2
Furthermore, the nonsplit real forms of G admitting Heisenberg horo-
 .spherical R-subgroups are such that G s SU D , h where D is anq2 R
 .Hamiltonian quaternion division algebra over R and h g GL D is anq2 R
nondegenerate hermitian form relative to an involution s of the first kind
such that the space of s-symmetric elements in D has dimension 3. SinceR
the real rank of G is at least 2, we may assume that
0 0 1
0 h 0h s 0 01 0 0
 .where h g GL D is a non-degenerate hermitian form relative to s . In0 n R
this case,
¡ ¦A 0 0~ ¥H s A g SL D , B g SU D , h0 B 0  .  .1 R n R 0¢ §s 00 0 A
and
1 0 0
0 SU D , h 0 .H9 s .n R 0 00 0 1
4.2.8. PROPOSITION. Suppose that H s H9 or that the real rank of G is at
least 3. Then H9.D contains a closed orbit H9.D .F Ei i
Proof. By Theorem 3.3.1, there exists a connected closed subgroup M
X .containing Ad H9 such that H .D s M9.D . By Proposition 3.3.4, wei F Fi i
  ..may assume that M9 is a semisimple subgroup of Sp V R . Suppose thati
 .   ..H s H9. Then M is either Ad H or Sp V R . Therefore the claimi i
follows from Proposition 4.2.6. Now if H / H9, we consider the realization
X  .of the R-form of G given in the previous section. Note that Ad H9 s1
A 0 . <  .4A g SO C and hence the Zariski closure of M9 is either M s2 n 10 A
A 0 . <  .4  .  .A g SL C or M s SL C = SO C . By the same argumentt y1 n 2 2 2 n0 A
as in the proof of Proposition 4.1.2, we can show that M9 cannot be M ,1
and when M s M , the closedness of the orbit M.D implies that H9.D2 F F1 1
is closed.
 .  .4.2.9. LEMMA. If H.D is closed, then D l V R is a lattice in V R .F F i ii i
 .Furthermore D is, up to commensurability, determined by D l V R .F F ii i
Proof. It follows from the Q-rationality of Ad that V is a Q-subspacei i
with respect to the Q-structure of U given by D see the proof ofi Fi
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.  .Proposition 1.5.5 . It implies that D l V R is Zariski dense and henceF ii
 . wis a lattice in V R . The second claim follows from the fact that D li Fi
 .  .x  .V R , D l V R is commensurable to Z U l D .i F i i Fi i
 .4.2.10. Remark. 1 The subgroup H is trivial only when G is R-split of
type A .2
 .2 The subgroup H has compact factors only when G is of the
 .absolute type B with the real rank 2 and D .n n
The following theorem covers the cases not only when H has no
compact factors but also when G is of type D as long as the real rank of Gn
is greater than 2. For example, it covers all Heisenberg horospherical
subgroup cases for the groups with real rank at least 3.
4.2.11. THEOREM. Let U , U be a pair of opposite Heisenberg horospheri-1 2
 .cal R-subgroups. Assume that if rank G s 2, the absolute type of G isR
 .  .none of A , B and D for some n. Then G, U , U has property A .2 n n 1 2
Proof. By the same argument as in Theorem 4.1.4, it is enough to find a
X X .  .closed orbit d H . D , D inside d H . D , D . By Proposition .  .E E F F1 2 1 2
X X4.2.8, H .D contains a closed orbit H .D . By the same argument as theF E1 1
proof of Theorem 4.1.3, we may assume that there exists a lattice E such2
X X .that H .D is closed and D , D g d H . D , D . Therefore there .  .E E E F F2 1 2 1 2
exist a Q-form of G with respect to which U , U , and H X are defined over1 2
 .Q and E is commensurable to U Z .1 1
If H s H9, this follows from Proposition 3.4.10. It only remains to
consider the case described in 4.2.7. That the orbit H9.D is closedE1
implies that there exists a Q-form of H9 such that the representation
A 0 X .  .   . .A ª is rational over Q. It follows that H9 Q s SU D9 Q , hn 00 A
where D9 and hX are described as in Proposition 1.4.10. Therefore it is0
enough to observe that this Q-form of H9 naturally extends to a Q-form of
 .   . .G by declaring that G Q s SU D9 Q , h9 wherenq2
0 0 1
X0 h 0h9 s .0 01 0 0
 X.  . XAssume that the orbit d H . D , D is not closed. Denote by M aE E1 2
 X.  X.  X.connected closed subgroup of Ad H = Ad H such that d H ; M91 2
X X  .and d H . D , D s M . D , D . .  .E E E E1 2 1 2
 .  X.  X .Case 1 . M s Ad H = Ad H . Since a Heisenberg horospherical1 2
 .  .subgroup is reflexive see Remark 2.3.4 , there exists w g G Q such that
 . y1  .wU Q w is conjugate to U Q . By Lemma 2.3.3, we may assume1 2
 . .  . .that for some x g N U R l N U R , D l V is commensurable to1 2 E 22
D y1 l V . By Lemma 2.3.3, DX is commensurable to DX y1 .xU Z. x 2 E xU Z. x2 2 2
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  ..Write x as yw where y g H and w g Z L R . Again y s y y where1 2
 .y g H9 and y g C H9 since H9 commutes with compact factors of H.1 2
X X y1Set z s y w. Then d , D g d H R . D , D . Since the H - . .  .2 U Z. z E z E E1 2 1 2
orbits of D y1 and D y1 are closed and their projections ontoy E y zU Z. z2 2
 .  .y 1V R are commensurable, by Lemma 4.2.9, D , Di U Z . zU Z . z1 2
Xg d H R . D , D up to commensurability, contradicting that . .  .E E1 2
 X.  .d H . D , D is not closed by Proposition 3.4.5.E E1 2
 . X  X .  X.Case 2 . M is a proper subgroup of Ad H = Ad H .1 2
This case happens only when the type of G is B or D ; otherwise H isn n
 X.a simple Lie group, and hence d H is a maximal connected closed
 X.  X .subgroup of Ad H = Ad H . Since in this case H is a product of two1 2
 . .simple groups, by the same argument as Case 1 ii in Theorem 4.1.4, we
X X .can show that d H . D , D contains a closed d H -orbit. This con- .  .E E1 2
cludes the proof.
4.3. Non-R-Heisenberg Horospherical Subgroup Cases
We deal with non-R-Heisenberg subgroup cases by reducing into com-
 .mutative horospherical subgroup cases. If Z U is not the root group of a1
 .  .highest real root, this can be done by considering Z U and Z U .1 2
Otherwise we show that we can replace U , U by another pair U X, U X of1 2 1 2
 X.opposite horospherical subgroups such that Z U is not a root group of a1
highest real root.
4.3.1. In Subsections 4.3.1]4.3.2, we assume that G is almost R-simple.
We define the pair of horospherical R-subgroups U X, U X mentioned in the1 2
beginning of this section and prove their needed properties.
Ä .  w x  .4For each i s 1, 2, set U s Lie U , U s X g U N U , X ; Z U andi i i i i i
X Ä Ä X w x 4U s X g U N X, U s 0 . Denote by U and U the connected sub-i i i i i
Ä Ä X X Ä .  .groups of U such that Lie U s U and Lie U s U . Equivalently, U si i i i i i
 y1 y1  . 4 Xu g U N gug u g Z U for all g g U and U the centralizer ofi i i i
ÄU in U .i i
Ä X .PROPOSITION. 1 The subgroups U and U are R-subgroups of U .i i i
Ä X .2 If U is defined o¨er Q, then U and U are Q-subgroups.i i i
 .  . X . X .3 If F is a lattice in U R , F l U R is a lattice in U R .i i i i i
Proof. It is well known that the normal subgroups in the ascending
Äcentral series of a unipotent R-group are defined over Q. Hence U isi
X Ädefined over R. Since U is the centralizer of U in U , it is defined over R.i i i
 .This argument works in the same way for the field Q. Part 3 directly
 .follows from 2 and Lemma 2.1.11.
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4.3.2. The notation in this section is the same as in Subsection 2.5.1 with
 q w xk s R. Set C s a g F y Q N the coefficient of a with respect to1 R
 . 4  q w x.D y Q j D is 0 and C s F y Q y C . Then C and C areR R H 2 R 1 1 2
q q w xclosed sets of F . It is easy to see that C s F y Q j D .R 2 R R H
To simplify the notation, let D s D and D s D in the followingR R H H
proposition.
y  .PROPOSITION. For U s V and U s V , suppose that Z U s U1 R Q 2 R Q 1 a hw x  .and U , U / Z U . Then1 1 1
Ä q .  w x 41 U s U where c s a g F y Q N a y a g C .1 c R h 1
 . X X y X X2 U s V , U s V . In particular, U and U are opposite1 R Q j D 2 R Q j D 1 2H H
 X.horospherical R-subgroups of G and Z U is strictly bigger than U .1 a h
 .Proof. The last claim directly follows from Lemma 2.5.3. Since Z U s1
c  .U , we have that D ; Q and that D y Q j D is non-empty by thea H Hh q Äw x  w x 4hypothesis that U / U , U . We observe that a g F y Q N U ; U1 1 1 R a 1
 q w x q q w x 4s a g F y Q N if a q b g F for b g F y Q , then a q b s a ,R R R h
Ä q X q w x 4 which we will denote by F. Also a g F y Q N U ; U s a g FR a 1 R
q Äw x 4y Q N a q b f F for all b with U ; U , which we will denote by F9.R b 1
Ä  .  .It is enough to show that F s c for 1 and F9 s C for 2 .2
Ä .1 To show that c ; F, let b s a y a with a g C . If a q g gh 1
q q w xF for some g g F y Q , then the coefficient of g with respect toR R
 . q w xeach simple R-root in D y Q j D must be 0. Since g g F y Q , theH R
sum of the coefficients of g with respect to D should be non-zero andH
hence 1. Therefore the sum of all coefficients of b q g with respect to DH
is 2, yielding b q g s a by Proposition 1.3.1.h
Ä  .To show the converse, assume that a g F. If a f c , then ht a O
 . ht a y 2. We can find R-simple roots a , a , . . . , a not necessarilyh i i i1 2 k
. qdifferent such that a q a q ??? qa g F for each j s 1, 2, . . . , ki i R1 j
and a q a q ??? qa s a . Let j be the smallest number such thati i h1 k
a g D y Q. Then j - k since a f c . Set a 9 s a q a q ??? qa .i i ij 1 jy1ÄIt follows from the property of ascending series of U that if U ; U anda
q Äa q a g F for a g D, then U ; U. Therefore by induction wem R m aqa mÄ q q w xhave U ; U. But a 9 q a g F , a g F y Q while a 9 q a / a .a 9 i R i R i hj j jÄ ÄTherefore a 9 f F, contradicting U ; U.a 9
 .2 To show that C ; F9, assume a g C y F9. Then a q b g2 2 R
q ÄF for some b g F. Therefore a q b s a . Since b s a y a g c byh h
 . q1 , a g C s F y C , contradicting the assumption.1 R 2
 .To show the converse, suppose that a g F9 y C . Since D y Q j D2 H
is non-empty and a g C , the sum of the coefficients of a with respect to1
D is 1 and there exists a simple root in D with respect to which theH
coefficient of a is 0. It follows from Lemma 2.5.1 that a y a g Fq.h R
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Ä  .Hence a y a g c ; U ; U. But a s a q a y a , contradicting thea yah hh
Ä  .assumption that a ; F by 1 .
4.3.3. PROPOSITION. Let G be a connected adjoint R-simple algebraic
R-group with real rank at least 2 and U , U a pair of opposite horospherical1 2
R-subgroups. Let the notation G , H, and S be the same as Proposition 2.5.40
 .and Z s Z U for each i s 1, 2. Suppose that S is non-tri¨ ial and has noi i
 .  .R-anisotropic factors. If the triple G , Z , Z has property A , then so does0 1 2
 .G, U , U .1 2
Proof. By Proposition 2.5.4, G is a connected almost R-simple R-group0
with real rank at least 2 and S is a semisimple normal algebraic R-group of
 .  .H. Now let F and F be lattices in U R and U R , respectively, such1 2 1 2
 .that the subgroup G generated by them is discrete. Note that Z R l FF , F i i1 2
 .is a lattice in Z R for i s 1, 2, by Lemma 2.1.10. By the assumption thati
 .  .G , Z , Z has property A , there exists a Q-form of G with respect to0 1 2 0
which Z and Z are defined over Q and the subgroup G generated by1 2 0
 .Z l F and Z l F is commensurable to the subgroup G Z . Since1 1 2 2 0
 .  .S R has no compact factors, S l G Z ; G is a Zariski dense arith-0 F , F1 2
 .metic subgroup of S R . Therefore by Corollary 2.4.5, G is anF , F1 2
arithmetic subgroup of G.
4.3.4. THEOREM. Let G be an adjoint absolutely simple algebraic R-group
with real rank at least 2 and U , U a pair of opposite horospherical1 2
R-subgroups which satisfies either of the following condition:
 . w x1 U , U s Z , Z is not the root group of a highest real root, and if1 1 1 1
 .rank G s 2, G is not of type E , where G is the subgroup generated byR 0 0 6 0
Z and Z .1 2
 . w x2 U , U / Z , Z is the root group of a highest real root, and if1 1 1 1
X X X Ä . rank G s 2, G is not of type E , where U is the centralizer of U s g gR 0 0 6 i i
< y1 y1 4 XU gug u g Z for all u g U in U , and G is the subgroup generated byi i i i 0
the center of U X and of U X .1 2
 .Then the triple G, U , U has Property A.1 2
 .Proof. 1 Let U , U satisfy the first condition. By Theorem 4.1.4 and1 2
  .  ..  .Proposition 2.5.4, the triple G , Z U , Z U has property A . This0 1 2
proves the theorem by the previous proposition.
 . y2 Since U , U is conjugate to the pair V and V for some1 2 R Q R Q
Q ; D, by Proposition 4.3.2, U X and U X are opposite horospherical R-sub-R 1 2
 X.  .groups and Z U is not the root group of a highest real root. By part 1 ,1
 X  X.  X ..  .we have that the triple G , Z U , Z U has property A .0 1 2
 .  .Now let F and F be lattices in U R and U R , respectively, and1 2 1 2
X X . X .G be discrete. Then F s F l U R is a lattice in U R by Proposi-F , F i i i i1 2
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tion 4.3.1 and G X X is discrete since G X X ; G . Therefore the sub-F , F F , F F , F1 2 1 2 1 2
X Xgroup G is an arithmetic subgroup; hence so is G .F , F F , F1 2 1 2
4.4. Arithmetic Subgroups of the Form GF , F1 2
We discuss, for a given pair U and U of opposite horospherical1 2
subgroups, how specifically we can determine the discrete subgroups of the
form G from the main theorem.F , F1 2
4.4.1. COROLLARY. Let G be an absolutely simple algebraic Q-group with
  .. ythe Tits index D, D , )-action of Gal CrQ and U s V , U s V for0 1 Q 2 Q
 .some Q ; D. If G is a subgroup commensurable to G Z for someF , F1 2
 .  .lattices F and F in U R and U R , respecti¨ ely, then Q contains D and1 2 1 2 0
 .is in¨ariant under the )-action of Gal CrQ .
Proof. It follows from the assumption that G is commensurable toF , F1 2
 .  .  .G Z that F is commensurable to U Z s U l G Z . Since F is a lattice1 1 1 1
 .  .in U R , it follows that U Z is Zariski dense in U . By Proposition 1.2.7,1 1 1
 .U is defined over Q. Therefore the normalizer N U is defined over Q.1 1
 .Since N U s P , the corollary follows from Proposition 1.4.1.1 Q
4.4.2. Let U , U be as in the Example 2.2.4 and F and F lattices in1 2 1 2
 .  .M R and M R , respectively.m= k k=m
 .COROLLARY. Let n G 3 and G s SL R . If the subgroup G isn F , F1 2
 .  . y1discrete, there exist elements g g GL R and h g GL R such that gF hm k 1
and hF gy1 are, up to commensurability, one of the following pairs:2
 .  .  .1 the pair consisting of M D and M D where D is anr=s Z s=r Z
 .R-algebra defined o¨er Q with D s M R such that D is a centralR d Q
di¨ ision algebra o¨er Q, d s Deg D , rd s m, sd s k, D is a Z-orderQ Q Z
 .of the algebra D , and M D denotes the set of r = s matrices o¨er theQ r=s Z
ring D ;Z
 .  .  .  . 42 the pair consisting of X g M D N X q s X s 0 re-i j r J i j ji
peated twice, where K is a real quadratic extension field of Q, J is the ring of
 .integers of K, and D is an R-algebra defined o¨er K with D s M R suchR d
that D is a central di¨ ision algebra with an in¨olution of the second kind s ,K
d s Deg D , rd s m s k, and D is a J-order of the algebra D compatibleK K J K
with s .
g 0 .Moreo¨er by conjugation by the element , the subgroup G isF , F0 h 1 2
 .  .commensurable to either the subgroup SL D or the subgroup SU hrqs Z 0 Z
t s 0 Ir  . 4  .s Y g SL D N Y h Y s h where h s , respecti¨ ely.I 02 r J 0 0 0 r
Proof. By Theorem 4.1.4, there exists a Q-form of G such that G isF , F1 2
 .  4commensurable to G Z . Let D s a , a , . . . , a be the set of simple1 2 ny1
  ..roots such that a diag t , t , . . . , t s t y t for each i. Then U si 1 2 n i iq1 1
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V . By the previous corollary, a g D y D . If the Q-form G is inner,Dya m 0m
 .  .G Q s SL D , up to conjugation, where D is described as above andj Q
 4jd s n. Since D y D s a g D , we have m s rd for some r and hence0 jd
 .k s j y r d. If the Q-form G is outer and has a minimal horospherical
subgroup defined over Q, then n should be even and the standard minimal
horospherical Q-subgroup is V . Therefore m s nr2, followed byDya n r2
k s nr2.
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